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1.

THE YEAR ABROAD IN
MODERN LANGUAGE
DLGREES

LAG

FLEXIBLE LOCAL
TRAINING

MIMI-COURSES

MICROTEACHING

1.12E122EY

The report gives an account of a research and

development project on Language Assistant Training

financed mainly by the Nuffield Foundation Small Grants

Scheme for Undergraduate Teaching. It shows the place

of the Year Abroad in Modern Languages Degrees, and the

need for training of English Language Assistants. After

detailing the preparatory arrangements and timetable of

a fieldwork visit to French schools to observe and record

Assistants at work, the two researchers outline how the

audio-visual material collected (- it is listed in detail -)

was used in developing a training course for Aberdeen

students due to become Assistants in October 1976. Of

particular interest is an academic game called LAG

designed to help the assistants master the skill of

explaining. A discussion of the results of the

evaluation of the course and of the training materials

and methods developed is followed, in conclusion, by

an outline of the follow-up study planned for 1976-77.

Finally the authors argue that the results of their work

show that flexible local training courses can usefully

be mounted around a 'resources bank' of short self-

instructional 'mini-courses' making use of a variety of

media and source material, (hand-outs, books, audio-tapes,

tape-slide programmes etc), that the student can use in

his own time. In addition to a discussion of how they

used recordings of live-classes in their Aberdeen training

programme, the authors also show how to apply 'micro-

teaching' methods to teaching some of the skills they have

identified as being needed by the practising Assistant.
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2. Language Assistant Trzdning

2.1 Preparation

2.1.1 The Year Abroad in the Aberdeen M.A.

The position of the year abroad at Aberdeen does

not differ a great deal from that in other Universities.

After successfully completing two years of study of

French at Aberdeen University, and having reached the

required standard to be admitted by the French Department

to the M.A. Honours course in French Studies (i.e. Single

Honours), students must, as an integral and compulsory

part of their course, spend one academic year in a French-

speaking country - usually France. Joint Honours

students are also encouraged (though not obliged) to

spend a year in France. The aim is to give the student

INSIGHTS INTO FRENCH a privileged insight into the society and culture of the
LIFE AND LANGUAGE

LANGUAGE ASSISTANT
IN A SCHOOL

country whose language he is studying, and of course, by

constant practice to improve his linguistic skills.

The traditional way to spend the year abroad, and,

significantly, the easiest to arrange, is to apply for a

post of English Language Assistant in a French school.

In the past, between 20 and 30 candidates per year from

Aberdeen have become Assistants in France, with two others

going to Rennes and Geneva Universities on Exchange Study

Scholarships. IT 'd-76 Aberdeen had 26 Assistants in

France; for 1976-; students applied and so far

(September 1976) 2 them have posts, 2 have withdrawn,

and 5 are still wa;.ing. If they do not get posts, they

will probably spend d year in France on an S.E.D. grant

attending classes at a French University. Applications

for Assistantships are made before 31 January of the

academic year preceding the appointment through the

Central Bureau for Educational Vislts and Exchanges

(3 Bruntsfield Crescent, Edinburgh E1119 4HD). (See

Appendix A for Central Bureau pamphlet SAD/M giving

general information about the scheme.) At Aberdeen, all

applications are vetted by the French Department, and each

candidate interviewed and graded for his suitability for

anAssistant post. This overall assessment helps the
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Central Bureau and their French counterpart, the Office

national des Universites et Ecoles franvases, (96

boulevard Raspail, 75006 Faris) to establish a rough

priority in allocating appointments.

2.1.2 The Need for Training

So at the age of 19 or 20, a student can find

himself faced with the prospect of doing a job for wbich

NO PREVIOUS TRAINING he has had no previous training or expecience. In the

past opportunities for such training have been limited

to the long-standing Induction Course in Paris lasting

for 3 days just before the Assistant takes up his post

(this year 27-29 September). Since July 1973, the

Central Bureau (Edinburgh) has organised an optional

3 DAY RESIDENTIAL three-day residential course for Scottish Assistants
COURSE

going abroad, not only to France, and this was seen as

complementary to the above-mentioned. (See Appendix B

for specimen programmes of these courses.) In addition

some English Universities (e.g. Lancaster) have established

their own training courses, and this reflects concern at

national as well as local level, about the need for

training the Modern Languages Assistant.

LEEDS CONFERENCE The Leeds National Conference on "The University or
(1974) 1

College and the Modern Languages Assistant" (April, 1974)

agreed on the advantages of preparing students for the

year abroad, and recommended that this preparation be of

a "practical and realistic nature". The Conference

noted the results of a Survey of English Assistants in

France and Germany 1972-732 ,which concluded that the

existing nationally organised courses were, for various

reasons, by no means fully attended, and that although

valuable as an orientation period for meeting people,

the courses held abroad gave information uhich came too

late. Apart from being 'late' %/ith advice these mass

training courses may also be criticised as being

IMPERSONAL, inevitably impersonal and theoretical
3

. Our own experience
THEORETICAL

at Aberdeen echoed the Leeds Conference in telling us that

any trairing should as far as possible be of a practical



and applied nature. The formalised approach should

MORE PERSONALISED give way to a more personalised approach. The
APPROACH

Conference suggested too that the most convenient way

(and one might add perhaps financially the most viable

way - given the ever-increasing costs of travel and

subsistence) of conducting this more practical training

or preparation is on courses held in each University

during the students' normal residence period.

It is against this background that since May 1974

the French Department in collaboration with the

Department of Education and with help from Aberdeen

College of Education and the Lycee Total Mission Laique

Franpise, run by Total Oil Marine Ltd., Aberdeen, had

tried to elaborate a short, more personalised training

course for its own students. One important short-

SHORTCOMINGS coming of these attempts was that it was not possible to

provide real material for the students relating to the

experience they would encounter in France, that is real

French classrooms and material in the social and school

life of English Assistants. We conceived the idea

SOLUTION therefore of visitng schools in'France with appropriate

sound and photographic recording equipment to collect

source material on the role of the English Assistant in

French schools. Application for funding was made in

NUFFIELD SMALL GRANTS June 1975 to the Nuffield Foundation Small Grants Scheme
SCHEME

for Undergraduate Teaching, after support had been

promised by the French and Education Departments and the

Language Laboratory, who all contributed towards the cost

of materials and loan of equipment (tapes, films, cameras,

recorders, etc.). The Total Oil Company Ltd., Aberdeen,

agreed to provide air transport between Aberdeen and Paris

OTHER HELP for two researchers; and some financial help, as well as

contacts, was provided by the Central Bureau (Edinburgh).

Finally Nuffield agreed to provide funds to cover

subsistence and travel in France.



Notes

1. Conference report compiled and distributed by

Mlle M.-L.Thyss, Senior Lecturer in French, University

of Leeds.

2. A Survey of English Language Assistants in France and

Germany: 1972-73. Their role and the preparation

for it, by R.R. Jordan, Lecturer in Education,

University of Manchester, and R. Mackay, Lecturer in

the Language Centre, University of Newcastle. Survey

report dated February, 1974. Summary in Leeds

Conference Report (see note 1 above) and in 'Innocent

Assistants Abroad', THES, 3rd May 1974, p.14.

3. In 1975 and 1976 English Assistants going to France

have been split between two centres for the Induction

Course. Previously Paris had to cater for some 1000

students, now Poitiers takes those appointed in the

four South-western academies, but the numbers,remain

dauntingly high for a training course.

2.1.3 Arrangements for the Research Trip: The Schools

Our travel arrangements and the demands of University

and school timetables meant that the trip was arranged for

3rd - 15th December 1975. We decided to cry and see as

many schools as possible during that time, as opposed to

spending all the trip in one or two schools. In

preference therefore to an in-depth study of the work of

one Assistant, we decided not to put all our eggs in one

(then unknown) basket, but to try and piece tovther a

THE TYPICAL picture of the typical assistant by visiting both
ASSISTANT

Parisian schools and provincial schools, and both C.E.S.

(Colleges d'Enseignement secondaire,comprehensive schools

catering for pupils aged 1!-15) and Lycees (for pupils

aged 16-18, and sometimes 11-18). Three schools were

chosen for more intensive study and three for shorter

visits.

Before our final choice of six schools, a short-list

of possible schools was drawn up, and we began the long

OBTAINING OFFICIAL process of obtaining official permission for our visit
PERMISSION

from the French authorities, and the personal agreement



SCHOOLS CHOSEN

MAXIMISE
OBSERVATION

of Assistants, and teachers. With the help of the

Central Bureau (Edinburgh) and the Office national (Paris),

we received permission first from various Inspecteurs

d'Academie, that is the 'Directors of Education' for each

region, appointed by the Ministere de l'Education

nationale, then from individual Headmasters and Head-

mistresses, and also from some teachers of English in the

school. (See Appendix C for sample letters regarding

the visit to Epinay.) We had no real problems in

obtaining permission from the Inspecteurs, nor the

co-operation of the Assistants, but in two cases Head-

mistresses did not reply, but in each case either teachers

or Assistants assured us we were expected.

From the 26 schools where Aberdeen Assistants were

working and a few other schools where one of the authors

had personal contacts among members of the teaching

staff, we finally chose the following schools for our

visit:

C.E.S. Henry Bergson, Garches, Paris*

C.E.S. Audio-Visuel, Gagny, Paris

Lycee d'Etat, Epinay-sur-Seine, Paris*

Lycee Technique, Sevres, Paris

Lycee Lalande, Bourg-en-Bresse*

Lycee Edgar Quinet, Bourge-en-Bresse

= for more intensive study)

The precise timetable of our visit was not established

until we had received copies of the teaching timetables of

individual Assistants. By choosing as far as possible

days on which any given Assistant had the most (or most

varied) classes, we were able to maximize the number of

classes we could observe and record.

2.1.4 Arrangements for the Research Trip: Equipment

Apart from arranging travel insurance, etc. and

accommodation, the other main preparatory work consisted

of choosing and assembling the various pieces of equipment

necessary for the trip: basically we took two cameras,

mud 20 spools of 35 mm film; one
1
/4 inch stereo tape



recorder with neck-mike and omni-directioual mike and

10 5-inch audio-tapes; one cassette tape-recnrder,

with omni-direc,-ional mike and 4 C-120 audio-cassettes.

Both tape recorders were battery-operated, and we also

took alcug a recharger which we fitted with French style

plug to cater for the different electrical system, and

FLEXIBILITY to give maximum flexibility in use. We also listed the

' equipment on an official certificate issued by the

AUTHORISATION University giving us full authorisation to use the

equipment in France, thus allowing us to clear Customs

with no trouble. (For full list of eqnipment see

Appendix D.)

2.2 Fieldwork

2.2.1 Visit to Assistants in France

(For a detailed timetable of the visit see Appendix E).

The visit to the three schools chosen for intensive
FORMAT OF VISITS study generally took the following form: a first visit

by boUl researchers on day one, and a second visit by

R. McAleese on day two, while G. Hare visited one of the

schools chosen for less intensive study. The first day

was generally taken ,up with meeting the Assistant and
PRELIMINARY ::.ther teachers, preliminary interviews, a tour of the
INTERVIEWS

school, observation of one or two classes, taking some

photographs, and later more formal interviews with the

Assistant, teachers and administrative staff. When it

was feluteachers and Assistant were sufficiently used to

our presence, we would record a class or an interview,

but most of the class recordings were done on the second

day of the visit, by which time we had also been able to

see the lay-out of teaching rooms and the situation of

DETAILED rooms in the school. Since the stereo-tape recorder
OBSERVATION

needed a certain amount of time to set up, with its

various leads and two microphones, the timetable of

recordings was planned and prepared between the two visits.

Fer the one-day visits to those schools chosen for less

intensive study, the portable casSette recorder was used.

The recording quality it provided was less good than the



ASSISTANTS
CO-OPERATION

TAPES

SLIDES

TEXTS

the
1
/4 inch stereo recorder, but it was much easier to

capture impromptu recordings of classes or interviews.

Some teachers and administrative staff were reticent

about recording interviews, though most were very co-

operative in other ways. We cannot speak too highly of

the co-operation of all the Assistants. Nonetheless,

the amount of time available allowed only a certain

amount of recorded material to be brought back and we soon

realised we had slightly overestimated the number of

recordings we could do within the time limits and without

placing the Assistants under unacceptable stress.

2.2.2 Audio-visual material collected

In addition to the sound recordings and still

photographs taken, we collected various other

documentary and textual material, as below (for a detailed

list see Appendix F):

a) sound recordings on tape and cassette :

(0 of several classes taken by various Assistants
in different schools

(ii) of interviews with different Assistants on their
objectives, their work in class, and on various
other problems

(iii) of interviews with French teachers of English
from different types of school on their use of
the Assistant and their idea of his role

(iv) of interviews with various school officials in
different schools (Directeur, Documentaliste,

. Intendant, Surveillant Cendral etc.) on
the French school system, their place in it,
and on the running of their school.

b) photographs: colour slides:

(0 of Assistants teaching

(ii) of the Assistant's physical environment in the
school (buildings, classrooms, noticeboards etc.)
to build up a picture of a typical school, inside
and outside.

c) documentary material:

(0 copies of various text books, and other teaching
materials, and hand-outs used by Assistants in
class

(ii) written notes provided by teachers on their view
of the use of the Assistant

(iii) documentary material produced by schools on the
system and internal organisation of the school.



TEXT BOOKS

QUESTIONNAIRE

It can also be usefully added here that on our

return from the trip, we asked various French publishing

houses for specimen copies of text books which we had

seen being used in French schools in English classe:

Several publishers responded quite promptly, and tlus

selection of French schoul text books was available

from Easter 1976 for consultation by future Assistants

among Aberdeen students. (For list of text see Appendix 0).

Also following our visit, we sent a questionnaire to

all Aberdeen Assistants in France, receiving 23 replies

(out of 25. Assistants still in post). The questions

were intended to gather information on problems facing

the Assistant in coping with the administrative fotmalities

involved in going to live and igork in France, in settling

into French social life, in enrolling for University

classes (if applicable), but most of all in fulfilling

his professional role as Assistant. The usually very

full replies were used, anonymously, to help prepare next

year's Assistants, see below (For a specimen questionnaire

see Appendix H).

2.3 Teaching Materials

A certtin number of teaxhing materials have been

made q-ollowing the research trip, in addition to the

:tal listed in Appendix F.

2.3.1 Ta)es

1. Explainina A 30 minute self-instructional cassette

tape (in preliminary form).

Extracts from interviews with Assistants and a
teacher of English, and from various classes,
linked together with English commentary, giving
the student practice in recognising different
types of explanation, ii deciding on the
appropriate to use, and in explaining the meaning
of some words himself.

2. The Assistant and the System A 30 minute Self-instructional

tape (in preliminary form).

Four interviews in French and linked together
with English commentary to give Assistants an
introduction to how they will fit into French

12



DEFINITIONS

PROBLEM

SOLUTION 1

I 0

school life and the social system, explaining
the role of the various school officers, how to
make sure one receives one's salary and can
open a bank account, and various other formalities
the Assistant has to go through.

2.3.2 Language Assistant Game (LAG) ... development and rules

The language assistant game (LAG) is an academic

game (Tansey, 1971); its aim is to give language

assistants practice in the teaching skill 'clarity of

explanation'.

Explaining has been defined in various ways

To explain is to relate an object, event or
state of affairs to some other object, event
or state of affairs; or to show the relation-
ship between an event or state of affairs and
a principle or generalisation..
(Bellack et al. 1968)

or

An explanation deals with the way something
works or fits together, causes something, leads
to something, is attained, has purposes,
functions, or goals..
(Smith and Meux, 1962)

In the language assistant context it simply means

"the general type of activity that assistants use to help

pupils understand or comprehend textual passages, readimga

etc." Explaining is an integral part of teaching ov

speaking a language.

We became aware from our discussions with French

teachers that in general they were dismatisiied wLth the

way Assistants were able to 'explain' passages in

conversation classes. The idea of a game to help our

assiotant came after u porticularly useful conversation

with an English teacher in Bourg-en-Bresae.

The problem was quite clear. The solution to the

explaining problem came about because at the amo Limo as

looking at the content in training our unstutanta, we

were attempting to introduce self-instructional methods,

in order that the ausistnots could work on skills after

some initial training outwith the university. We needed

to.create a French classroom situation in Aberdeen without

13



A GAME

NONSENSE WORDS

PARTIAL SUCCESS

TO 'LAG'

SOLUTION 2

It

the help of o Total pupils. (see below) We had to

'simulate' a French classroom. This idea ... simulation,

gave thc first part of the solution. A simulation or

germ, :lilt enabled the assistants to practice explaining

without French pupils. By making the exercise a Game

we were in addition introducing an element of enjoyment

into the situation and an incentive elemeat. (Tansey,

1971).

The first attempt was to simulate the real situation

where in certain instances, e.g. in a passage for

conversation to all intents and purposes the words and

phrases, used by the assistants can be Inonsenae' to the

French pupils. i.e. they are unknown and as a result

the assistant has to explain words, phrases etc. We

thought that by associeting nonsense words e.g. a blut;

a slod; to prive eLc with real words and requiring the

assistants to guess in pairs as first one used a 'word'

and the other tried to guess the real word and so on.

For example.

Nonsense word to prive

Real word to break.

One student would have to explain Ito break' without

using the word but using the nonsense word.. to prive.

... if I jumped out of the window I would 2111/2

my arm ...

The second student would have to guess the meaning

of prive' or in practice supply the verb, to break. Thie

was O.K. In theory, but in praetice the nonuense element

of the geme became intrusive. Another solution was

needed. The eolution we adopted wee to use the lettere

of the title of whet w were doing to represent the

unknown wurd we were u Ln u language aeniutent grime and

to use e to 11!L;, lawlinh end lagging in all ponsible

eituetions, Thin weu the only mejor change.

Our holution then to the ptoblem of explaining wee

to devine a game that untiltanuLN could ',ley in pain), or

eruupp, that elmoleted the explaining '41i:tuition in a

Ham where a :lumber of worth) vt.c. had tA) be expleleed to

French puplie.
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Explaining so far has been assumed to be a homogenous

skill. Clearly this is not so. There are many types

of explaining; we identified six types commonly usable

in the conversation class

1. Giving an example

2. Giving a definition

3. Using the unknown word in context

4. Giving a synonym

5. Demonstrating

6. Giving the French translation

We now had a game where assistants had to explain to

a partner a word,phrase etc. without using that word, but

using one of six different types of explanation. For

example, explaining 'fish and.chips' by using it in

context, or 'closing time' by giving a definition.

At this stage we were able to have some trial sessions

with assistants to see if we could devise a suitable set

of rules to enable the game to be useful. From some

French sLhool textbooks we identified a list of words

from passages on "the British way of life". Some 20

assistants volunteered to be guinea-pigs! The rules

for these sessions were:

The gaa e. was played in groups of four or five.

The assistants took it in turn to be explainer or

teacher with the others acting as a guessing panel or

class. (In this sense the game is not unlike °Charades'.)

Before each turn two packs of cards were shuffled

A techniques pack ... containing cards with the type of

explanation, i.e. in context, translation etc., and a

pack with the words to be explained.

Durieg the trials we used the general concept of

"British Characteristics". (see Appendix Jl for complete

list of words).

The teacher then selected the top card of each pile,

first a technique card and then a word card.

He attempted to explain using the technique indicated

the word on the word card without actually uning it.

Where it wau necessary to use some replacement he substituted

15
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lag, to lag etc.

The class, after consulting, guessed the word;

only three attempts are allowed at guessing. If the

word was guessed by a member of the class then a. the

"teacher" scored a mark related to the difficulty of the

explaining technique. The following scores applied:

SCORING THE GAME 1. Give translation I point

2. demonstrate 2 points

3. give an example 3 points

4. a definition 4 points

5. use a synonym 5 points

6. use the word in context 5 points

This was an arbitrary decision, but there seemed to

be some agreement among player's as to the order, if not

the magnitude of the marks. The member of the class

guessing scored one point in all cases. b.If the class

didn't guess, the "teacher" was allowed two additional

tries. If the explanation didn't elicit the correct

answer, then the "teacher" scored no points and the turn

passed on. If a technique card was turned over that was

impossible .. demonstrate, bacon and eggs then the next

card was turned over. Only one pass was allowed.

The rules proved adequate, although there was some

explaining required to begin with! These rules gave the

game a fairly competitive spirit. There was a chance

element, but the dominant feature was that the better at

explaining the teacher was, the more points he scored.

During these trial sessions the game was played in

a variety of ways.

a. randomly selecting the technique.

b. selecting the most appropriate technique - in

practice this meant the one where the teacher could

be sure of scoring points !

c. in teams: the group were divided in to two tuams

Each team drew up a series of words on a topic they

selected. Among those selected were Imy home town'

and Ischo,1 Jae in the UK'. When the word lista

'were compleLe they were exchanged with team A taking

it in turn to explaln team Bla lint and vice versa,

d. in pairs: an explainer and a guesser.

VARIETY OF WAYS
GAME PLAYED
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The participants generally agreed that the game

was fun to play, and that they found explaining more

difficult than expected. There was some reservation

about whether the game actually 'taught anything' but

it was agreed that in a further modified form it would

LAG AS A CLASSROOM be usable as a game in French classrooms. Particularly
GAME

with the top three classes.

After the initial trials we felt that it might be

possible to organise a contest for our assistants to

LAG OF THE YEAR find 'the LAG of the Year': The idea was to keep up

interest in explaining by having a public contest where

contestants would attempt to explain to a panel, a list

of words, phrases, etc. The panel would attempt to

guess the 'mystery' word and for a correci. guess the

contestant wenld score one point. The following set of

werc devised:

1. Each contestant will be given 2 minutes to explain

15 words or phrases

2. The words must be taken in the sequence given.

A contestant may pass if unable to explain.

3. Any technique of explanation is allowed except

using the French translation.

4. None of the words appearing un the calds may be used:

instead the words la, to lag,laggish and lamina

may be used.

5. The panel will be allowed 3 guesses at an explanation,

if ehe contestant wishes.

6. The winner will be the contestant scoring most points.

In the event of a tie, an elimination round will be

held.

7. The referee will be the final arbiter in the event

of a di.Tute.

The rules were a development of the original idea.

The modifications were introduced, e.g. the time limit,

taking the words in a suquence, etc. to increase the

gaming element and to introduce an element of strategy

Into the rules. In its: final form the contvtd: was not

unlike the BBC television series, Master Mind.

17
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EVALUATION

Eight assistants took part in the contest with a

number of others including university staff, in the

audience. The panel was made up of members of the

university, the local College of Education and the

Director of the Scottish section of the Central Bureau

for Educational Visits and Exchanges. A winner was

found at the.end of one round, he scored n out of the

possible 15. The university French Club provided a

small prize and it was presented by the Headmaster of

the local Total French school (see Appendix J2 for a

complete list of the words used. The lists were sorted

so that they contained an equal sample of phrases, words,

idiomatic expressions etc). The accompanying photo-

graphs were taken during the LAG contest. A postmortem

after the contest identified one or two problems both

vith the rules and with the'spirit of the game'. In

general the contest was a success. In our evaluation of

the training (see Appendix) the LAG practice and contest

were both thought to be enjoyable and useful. There was

one reservation with regard to its usefulness.

Contestants, panel and audience enjoyed the afternoon.

The atmosphere was kept relaxed and informal. The

specific points needing attention were due to the gaming

side of the contest. One or two of the contestants used

a fairly liberal interpretation of the rules to explain

words. In one example, to explain the word 'how' the

contestant held up her hand in a Red Indian type salute!

We felt afterwards that this type of explanation, while

it didn't spoil the contest, if anything improved it, was

not sufficiently in keeping with the educational aim of

the game. It depended too much on shared experience of

contestant and panel. Something that is not true in the

assistant-pupil contact in France.

As a resuit of cur expr:_riences with LAG we have been

able to devise two sets of rules for the game. One

intended as a proper training simulation, the other suitable

for a class game in France or as a contest in this country.

We have called these games LAC (Training) and LAG (Contest).
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They differ in superficial ways although they have

somewhat different aims. (see Appendix J3 and 4 for

the rules). Further development of LAG is clearly

possible. It can be played in a wide variety of forms.

Another development, which has so far not been attempted,

is to devise a parallel game called QUEST,... a game

that emphasises the skill of questioning.

To begin with we identified a problem. The game

suggested itself as one possible solution. However it

is only part of the eventual solution as we would like

to augment LAG with some more purposeful training in the

skill of explaining. An academic game has a very

useful contribution to play in the trainers array of

techniques but it is also necessary to be able to give

more detailed and controlled practice in acquiring skills.

A Mini course (Borg, et al.,1971) in explaining is the

additional element in this part of the training package

(see conclusions for a discussion of this development)
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2.3.3 ItIpe/Slide Prorramme : 'French Schools: Inside and Out'

This consists of a series of 45 slides and an

accompanying sowid commentary lastingpst over 20 minutes.

Itisavisual introduction to the outside and inside of

a typical French school, or rather to a few different

schools, both Parisian and provincial., new and old. It

attumpts to give an idua of what: the buildings and playground

look like, as well as the clar.srooms, library, and staffroom.

ALon;!, the way it point out (1MA:renew; in the running of

the fxhool, from the pupilo' point: of view and from that of

the Leach(..c:i es between Frtnce and Brita[n, with beveral
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hints designed to help the future Assistant settle into

school routine more quickly and easily, and to help him

make full use of its facilities.

2.3.4 Information hand-out : 'France (and Geneva) 1976'

This consists of seven pages of notes on points of

information derived from past experience and questionnaires

received from previous Assistants. It deals with

documents Assistants should take with them, local police

formalities, courses to follow, university enrolment,

finances, travel, integration, social activites, success

in class, and other points. (For full handout, see

Appendix K).

2.3.5 Text books ad other documentary material assembled

From Easter onwards in the French Department Reading

Room at Aberdeen University a collection of various texts

and documents of interest to future Assistants was

DISPLAY OF TEXTS available for consultation. It consisted of material

brought back from France, Ftench school text-books for

teaching Lnglish (see above 2.2.2), other specimen copies

of books on Teaching English as a Foreign Language,

various publications of the Central Bureau and the Office

national, anonymous questionnaires filled in by Assistants

giving helpful hints and a foretaste of what problems

may arise (see above 2.2.2). The'information bank' is

still being added to and is always available to students

fur consultation, without supervision. (See Appendix L

for full list.)

RESIDENTIAL
TRAINING

2.4 Training

2.4.1 General

Optional training sessions, some using material

developed as a result of the research trip, were put on

at various times of the surmiler term 1976, in three main

stages:

a) during the annual residential study week-end

(23-25 April 1976) at Tarradale House, near

Inverness, attended by a majority of candidates for

Assistantships
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3 DAY COURSE
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b) at prearranged times, usually Wednesday afternoons

(traditionally free of classes) during the course

of the summer term.

c) during a special three-day course attended by

nine volunteers and held after the summer exams

(and before results were published) from 14th to

16th June 1976. This was planned to cover skills

and knowledge we had identified during the research

trip as being part oi the Assistant's job.

In addition an introductory talk to Assistants had

been given in January 1976, at the time of application

by Mr. J. Wake, the director of the Central Bureau

(Edinburgh).

2.4.2 Main training sessions :

1. A lk hour session at Tarradale led by GEH : listening

to and dicussion of a recording of a specimen class

(comprehension and exploitation of a written test:

'Woman drove a double-decker in a mini-skirt%

followed by simulated teaching practice : conversation

groups led by Volunteer students. (See Appendix M

for text used).

2 A lk hour session at Tarradale led by Dr.David Cram,

Lecturer in Linguistics, Aberdeen University:

illustration of how to make up and use situation-

based dialogues, followed by working groups listing

a number of situations and games which could be used

in class by an Assistant. (See Appendix N for

report produced by a student after a final plenary

session).

3. During summer term, two sessions for different groups

led by GEH : viewing and discussion of a video-

cassette recording 'The Conversation Class' made by

John Mitchell for the Lanarkshire Education Authority.

Its general aim is to: illustrate the possible

development of a lesson using an everyday conversational

situation and dialogue (buying a train ticket) to

practice a particular grammatical form (the interrogative).

(See Appendix 0 for associated handout).
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4. During summer term, two separate sessions for

different groups led by GEH: viewing and discussion

of the tape/slide programme 'French Schools Inside

and Out' (See above 2.3.3). The unit was also

available for individual viewing on request fm the

Language Laboratory Tape Library, and was borrowed

by a few students who missed the group showing.

5. During the summer term: two experimental sessions

used to test and develop the LAG game on the skill

of explaining, plus the formal LAG contest. (See

above 2.3.2).

6. Separate mention should be made here of the informal

open-ended training material available in the

'information bank' taken tb Tarradale and then left

in the Frcnch Departmental Reading Room (see above

2.3.5): French school text books, books on Teaching

English as a Foreign Language, publicationsof the

Central Bureau and the Office national, questionnaires

filled in by previous Assistaats. In addition the

information hand-out 'France (and Geneva) 1976' (see

above 2.3.4) was equally important as training

material, although no formal sessions were organised

around it.

As part of the three-day course Monday 14th to Wednesday

16th June:

7. Monday AM : listening to and discussion of short recorded

examPles of different classes, meant to illustrate the

three phases of language teaching as applicable to the

Assistant : Presentation, reinforcement, exploitation.

Session led by GEH.

8. Monday PM : Talk (and discussion) on how to use a written

text as a starting point for an oral language class,

plus other hints for the Assistant. Session led by

Jean Ironside, Lecturer in Modern Languages, Aberdeen

College of Education (See Appendix P for hand-out used).

9. Tuesday AM : Talk on pronunciation and intonation in

English and corrective phonetics for the teacher of

.English as a foreign language, accompanied by an

2 3
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illustrative hand-out. Talk given by

Avis Swarbrick, Lecturer in Linguistics, Aberdeen

College of Education (See Appendix Q for hand-out

used).

10. Tuesday AM : Talk by Miss Swarbrick on the grammar

of English for teaching purposes.

11. Tuesday AM : Hints on planning a class by GEH :

Preparation of aims, methods and materials.

12. Tuesday PN : Recording of a short talk.

On Tuesday afternoon we arranged a recording and

playback .session for practice in lecturing (giving

a talk). The assistants were asked on Monday to

prepare a short talk of no more than 5 minutes on a

subject of their choice. The seven assistants

taking part prepared talks on a variety of topics.

(Canoeing; A visit to Poland; My Home Town (2)) etc.)

The aim of the afternoon was to give the Assit,tnntr,

practice at speaking formally and having their short

lectures played back for analysis. As a secondary aim

we attempted to list those characte-istics of talks that

made them more or less successful.

To begin with the assistants gave their talks while

other members of the greup acted as an audience, at the

same time a sound recording was made. (see Appendix

for a list of equipment). One talk followed on from

another with only a short break for changing places and

getting settled. No analysis of the performances was

attempted at this stage. On completion of the recording-

half of the session, the group split into two halves.

GEH and RMcA taking a group each in separate rooms. The

recorded talks were then played back with time after each

one being used for analysis. On viewing the recordings

the students experienced a considerablv 'cosmetic

effect' and some anxiety about the nature of the recordings.

Only two or three of the assistants had heard their

own voices before and therefore most commented on the cosmetic

nature of their performance before its presentation or content

et A



The analysis of the talks was of the simplest form.

In general, identifying strong and weak features. GEH

and RMcA acted as fairly non-directive tutors eliciting

perceptions of the talks from the assistants. Little

direct criticism was attempted and in fact the tutors

job at times was to protect the assistant from too

devastating criticism either self-inflieted or coming

from his colleagues.

CHANGING The afternoon concentrated on changing the
PERCEPTIONS

perceptions of the assistants. In the time given it was

not possible to change performance. (It would be

necessary for an opportunity to teach and 'reteach' to

achieve the latter).

After the talks had been replayed and analysed the

groups attempted to draw up a list of important

CHARACTERISTICS OF characteristics of talks. Although the groups worked
TALKS

independantly until the last 15 minutes when a pleneny

session was held, there was a remarkable concensus as to

features or characteristics of effective talks. The

characteristics, while rather ill-defined(in the words

used by the assistants) are worth noting as they show

how untrained assistants can, if given a chance, show

considerable sharpness in perceiving effectiveness in

lectures. The characteristics were :

Intonation

structure

grammatical sequence

style

logical sequence

pace

It should be emphasised that the tutors were providing

little input to the analysis, apart from organisational

comments. This sharpness of perception on the part of

the assistants, was very welcome.



QUESTIONING PROGRAMME

TYPOLOGY OF
QUESTIONS

13. Questioning

On Wednesday morning the course moved on to the

skill of questioning. Questioning as a skill had

been identified as being very important to assistants

in previous training. It forms the other half of the

pair of skills 'Explaining and Questioning'. The

morning was taken up with a training session in

observing and recording various types of questions.

The general format was that of training in observation

skills (McAleese, 1974). A programme shows the

sequence of events.

1. Introduction to the skills of questioning

2. Types of questions

3. Examples of questions

4. Classifying examples of questions

5. Listening to and watching an assistant having a

conversation class ... identifying types of

questions

6. Recording types of questions

The last part of the morning was taken up with

practice on a pupil evaluation form. The session lasted

three hours. The theme of the morning was that of

introducing the variety and functions of questions.

A general handout (Appendix R1) detailed some general

points. These general points were developed against a

categorisation of questions into four types :

Administrative ... dealing with organisation

Factual where a fact or concrete answer is expected

Reflective questions that cause pupils to think or

give an opinion

Probing follow-up questions (to any of the

previous three)

Thi Lypology, although very crude, distinguishes

between different types of expected pupil behaviour, ..

an important part of the skill of effective questioning

for the assistant to grasp. In order to help the

ass:istants recognise different types of quebtions some

2 G



time was spent eliciting questions and categorising a

list of questions taken from an assistant's conversation

class. (Appendix R2). A recording of an assistant

takin8 a conversation class was played on a VTR (recorded

the previous year). The assistants were asked to listen

LISTENING to the different types of questions and mentally code

them. This part of the training was designed to train

assistants to recognise different types of questions.

Before being able to use questions effectively, teachers

must be aware of the variety of questions and be able to

OBSERVATION SHEET recognise them in a classroom context. The observation

sheet (Appendix R3) was designed to help further with

this part of the skill training.

PUPIL EVALUATION
SCHEDULE

ROLE OF THE TUTOR

FRENCH PUPILS

The Pupil evaluation schedule (Appendix R4) was

used to give the assistants some feedback on their

general performance. Practice in the morning was simply

the clarification of the various elements and explaining

how it was to be used.

The morning's work was designed to help the assistants

become aware that 1. questions are an important part of

the assistants armoury and 2.there are a variety of

questions that have different implications and different

techniques associated with them.

The morniqg also provided the assistants with some

practice in developing their own questions and trying

these out in their colleagues. An important element of

the morning was the role of the tutor. In this

situation he took on a more direct role than the previous

day and at the same time he modelled a teacher (assistant)

using questions. This 'implicit modelling' has been

found to be very effective in sensitising the assistants

to the type of work they must undertake in classes.

The afternoon was divided into two parts: to begin

with a recording session with pupils from the local Total

French Scnool and secondly an analysis of the recordings

made in these conversation classes. It has been the

practice for some years now to give the Aberdeen assistants

27
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PLAYBACK

a chance to have a conversation class with French pupils.

We have been able to do this due to the co-operation of

the headmaster of the Total School. Some 10 to 15

pupils come to the university for an afternoon, and

after having classes, a visit to some interesting

departments is usually organised. This year the format

was as follows:

Eight assistants formed the group forthe afternoon.

They were divided into two groups, taking into account

what we knew about their placement (C.E.S. or Lycee).

We similarly divided the Total pupils into a young and

older group. We then tried as far as possible to match

the two groups. The assistants were also divided into

two groups so that we could mice two parallel recording

groups. One group had their class video-recorded the

other audio taped. (See Appendix R5 for details). In

advance the assistants had prepared classes on a variety

of topics. (How thc Post Office works (using a poster);

a poem on Piano Practice (Text reproduced in Appendix R6)

etc.) Fach assistant had some 15 minutes with a group.

A recording was made, but apart from the odd interruption,

the classes were as normal as possible. At the end of

each class the pupils were asked to rate the assistant they

had just had on the Pupil Evaluation Schedule. (Appendix

R.4 ). The pupils had a little practice before they

started and they seemed to find this task fairly easy.

The evaluations were collected and not shown to the

assistants until the playback session. Generally the

recording sessions went well. There was some obvious

stress in the assistants but no one refused and at the

end of the recordings there was almost a 'family'feeling

- Alg the 'blooded teachers'.

Again for convenience (a question of time) the

playbaJ: sessions were organised in two groups. A sound

group and a video group. The playback format was the

same in each case. First the recording was played.

(Usually the complete recording but not always). The

teacher concerned was asked to start the di:;cussion.
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EVALUATION

Similar reactions were found to the previous days

. session; i.e. a dominance of cosmetic remarks to begin

with. This was particularly true of the video group.

The tutors moderated the comments made by the assistants

and attempted to keep the session moving forward smoothly.

From time to time there was some direct advice given,

but once again the tutors were trying to get the

assistants to look critically at their own teaching,and

only where necessary making comment. These recording

sessions with the associated replay are always the most

popular feature of the course ... after the event.

The fact that the assistants get a chance to work with

real pupils is an obvious contributory factor, but it

is also the chance to try out ideas and to get a

realistic sample of what their work in France is going

to be. One very interesting feature of this years

session was that those assistants who said they enjoyed

the afternoon least also received lower ratings from

the pupils for interest and personality. Clearly their

reservation about the work or the stress that they were

experiencing was detected by the pupils.

The recording and playback session biought the

three day course to an end. Before the assistants

departed they completed a detailed anonymous ques.tionnaire

on the whole of their programme. For a discussion of

this see the section on evaluation.
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3. Evaluation

It is conventional to make an evaluation of all

endeavours. The theory, one is lead to-believe, is

that knowledge of present performance can be feedback

into future planning to modify (Improve?) subsequent

outcomes. Evaluation also has itspolitioal

implications in respect to the accountability of

developers and researchers for funds, support etc.

Evaluation is further seen as a measure of quality

control and again as a means of informing decision makers.

In evaluating our work we see the job as impinging in all

four of the above categories. Most important to us is

the use of evaluation to give quality control. As a

result our evaluation strategies are geared to giving

us information.about the component parts of the programme

(i.e. formative) and not directly at fulfilling the other

commitments. Our evaluation to date has been

'illuminative' as opposed to psychometric. (Parlett,M.and

Hamilton, D.(1975)). We do however see the need for

summative evaluation, but this has not been attempted so

far.

This is the third occasion we have attempted to give

the assistants a short training programme. This year,

because of our field work with assistants in France, we

have been able to provide more material and a wider range

of activities than previously. It is therefore an

appropriate time to take a look at what we have done.

We have attempted to provide some initial training

for assistants. Primarily this initial training has

been aimed at giving the assistant a chance to experience

what some of his work is going to be. Because of the

time available, both students and ourselves have been

limited in the amount of direct contact possible. We

would therefore see the development of our work as

moving towards more self-instructional techniques. Our

work this- year has allowed us to identify areas of future

development for self-instructional training. (see below).
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In response to an evaluation form (Appendix S) the

assistants gave the responses in Table 1.

Assistants Reactions to Training Programme

Training Element
Score for
Enjoyment*

Score for
Usefulness,

Listening to a recording of
a specimen class and
simulated teaching practice 3.85 5.00

Tape-slide unit 'French
Schools Inside and Outside' 4.42 4.71

LAG practice and contest 5.37 5.52

Phases of Language teaching 4.00 4.50

The use of written texts in
classes 5.25 5.30

Pronunciation and intonation 4.5 4.88

The grammar of english 4.25 4.77

Planning a .class 3.87 4.77

Recording a talk 4.14 5.75

Playback of recordings
(Talk) 5.14 5.87

Questioning 4.5 5.00

Teaching practice with pupils 5.62 6.00

Playback of recordings 5.62 6.00

(Conversation class)

* *
Total Scores 4.65 5.21

Mean Score
Range, 1.00 (Very Poor) : 6.00 (Excellent)



Although the system of scoring was very crude, it

is possible to see that in general the training was

thought to be both enjoyable and useful. Open ended

comments (see below) bear this otht. It is not surprising

that the overall scores favoured the usefulness dimension.

One would expect quite a lot of training to be useful

to the trainees but for them to find it hard work. We

ASSISTANTS ENJOYED were pleased therefore that our assistants enjoyed the
THE TRAINING

training so much. The most popular feature was the

practice with the Total pupils. Although we were not

surprised, we still find it fairly difficult to construct

a good explanation. (see above). The least popular

element waS the session on class planning. It was

considered useful but it was the least useful. Every

course must have a least popular session, but we felt

ourselves that this was the weakest. It was most

theoretical and it misjudged the expectations of the

assistants at the beginning of the course. It is

interesting, but not significant given the size of the

sample, that the LAG game was thought to be more enjoyable

LAG MORE ENJOYABLE than useful. We hope that modifications to the game and
THAN USEFUL

a clear statement of its dual purpose might help. here.

Looking back we attempted to emphasise the gaming aspect

too much and not enough its use as a teaching aid. The

tape-slide unit on French schools was satisfactory. The

format will need some development before it proves more

useful. The main defect with our attempts at

constructing tape-slide units was the dependence on the

slide element. It is this dependence on having to use

slides that forces a visual element when is not necessary.

VISUAL ELEMENT The visual material we collected in France was the least
LEAST SUCCESSFUL

successful in terms of the variety of uses that might be

made of it.

OPEN-ENDED The evaluation contained several open-ended questions
EVALUATION

MOST USEFUL

to supplement the*ratings. The most useful session was

the practice with the French kids, gives one an
idea of how to cope with the subject.

tape and video-recordings, profitable, practical
experience, allowed for self-assessment before going
to France.



MOST ENJOYABLE The most enjoyable

... the real live session with the French children,
because all the theory was put into practice and I
felt at great ease with the children, so I felt
the effort of the course was rewarding.

One other question allowed the assistantsto give an

unstructured answer; 'What was the most important thing

that you have learned or gaiaed from the course'?

... I had a few pictures in my mind how I might act
as an assistant but now at least I know vaguely how
to face a class, so perhaps some of my ideas might
get a chance to be successfully used.

... the importance of preparation.

... how to cope (I hope).

... I have learned much about the English language.

One critical comment came a little too close to the quick.

In response to the question; 'Which part of the course was

LEAST USEFUL least useful ? and why', an assistant observed;

... Monday a.m., can't really remember, but we didn't
seem to be told anything constructive, we just gave
our opinions. (Our underlining).

This seemed to be a veiled warning that the assistants

having given up their free time expected quite a lot of

imput from the content of the course. Our comments

about 'non-directive' techniques should be read carefully,

and be related to the stressful self-confrontation sessions

not the conventional teaching encounters.

OVERALL EVALUATION If we turn to an overall evaluation of the.project the

followirig observations are pertinent.

1. There is a need for training to be offered for

assistants.

2. It seems that this training should be of a practical

nature.

3. We have not established the most effective way of

using either the sOund recordings of classes or the visual

material. However, we would be more confident with the

sound recordings. (Several of these recordings have been

used in teaching not connectA with the assistants.

R.McA has used classroom recordings in courses concerned

with Classroom Research. In particular one of a
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conversation class in which the teacher (assistant)

seems very confident but creates havoc).

4. We would highlight the importance of providing the

assistants with some basic understanding of their own

native language.

Reference
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4. Conclusions

The fieldwork in French schools (observation of

Assistants' classes, interviewing Assistants and school

staff) gave us an up-to-date (if not a complete) picture

of the work of English Language Assistants in France, and

gave us a clearer appreciation of some of their problems.

Some difficulties they experienced in their classes could

be lessened, we felt, by more practical pre-training.

The experience gained in France also helped us structure

the subsequent training course around what we perceived

to be the training needs of future Assistants.

In addition the trip allowed us to collect audio-

visual material (live classroom recordings, slides,

interviews) that we needed to build into the course - to

give trainees an idea of what the job would be like, and

to give them practice in specific ' .11s required for the

job (e.g. explaining, questioni-,). However, we found

that the training course would have benefitted from a
WIDER SELECTION OF wider selection of audio-visual material. We had notMATERIAL NEEDED

been able to collect any more than we did for various

reasons : the trip was of -limited duration; our

assessment of the Assistants' problems and of the training

needs of future Assistants was being formed during the

trip; our identification of the material we needed to

collect had necessarily to be done at the same time as

our collection of it. In simple terms we only really

knew whai we were looking for, when we had found it.

We should like therefore to supplement our existing
SECOND FIELDTRIP collection of source material by a second fieldwork trip.

Since, during the course of the original fieldwork and

the subsequent training course we formed a clear view of

the type of material needed and of the most effective

methods of collecting.it, we feel that a second visit in

the school year 1976-77 would be of great value.
PLACEMENTS ARRANGED This was one of the reasons why, in May, with the

help of the Central Bureau (Edinburgh) and the Office

national (Paris), we arranged for four trainee Assistants

to be nominated to posts in four of the French schools we
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had previously visited, and therefore where we had seen

their predecessors at work and had collected material.

Sending our volunteers to schools willin4 to continue

their kind co-operation in the project should make further

collection of material easier, but in addition it will

give us an opportunity to follow up our initial evaluation

of the effectiveness of the pre-training by allowing us

to analyse the trainees' post-training performance. We

are fully aware however of the possible unreliability of

attempted comparisons between the performances of one year's

Assistant and his successor, even though the conditions in

which he is working appear the same.

While the need to follow up the work suggests that

the project is not complete, it is not too early to draw

conclusions about the direction in which we believe the

Aberdeen Training Course and indeed other College/University-

based courses could profitably go.

The year abroad in many Modern Languages Degree courses

is somewhat anomalous: it is often an integral and

compulsory part of the course, and yet for its duration the

'student' is no longer a registered student - at least if

he becomes an English Language Assistant, as is the case

with over 907. of Aberdeen University students of French.

Further, the main aim of a University department in sending

a student abroad is not centred on the work for which he is

paid, but on the fact of his being able to reside in France

TRAINING COURSES- for a year. Given these anomalies, it is difficult to
NOT COMPULSORY

envisage training courses being made compulsory in the

home University. And yet that is the place, and during

term-time of the year preceding the Assistantship is the

time, that will involve the smallest financial out-lay in

training (no extra travel or accommodation costs).

Training must be voluntary then, and because of the demands

FLEXIBLE COURSES of teaching timetables and examinations, it must be flexible.

These factors and our own experience, point towards the

INDIVIDUALISED provision of individualized training resources on a self-
COURSES ,

help basis.
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RESOURCE BASED

SELF-

INSTRUCTIONAL

SHORT COURSE

AVAILABILITY OF
SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIAL

RESOURCES SHOULD
BE COMPLEMENTARY

In Aberdeen, the individualizing of training means

building up a variety of resources (hand-outs, books,

tapes, tape-slide programmes, and other documentary

material) that the interested student (and experience shows

there are no lack of them) can consult in his own time,

at his own pace, and with his own emphasis. The material

in this resources bank should as far as possible be of a

self-instructional and self-evaluational nature, of the

"mini-course" type (see Borg, W.R. et al, 1970). It

should be made as freely accessible as possible, and be

given wide and frequent publicity.

In addition to such mini-courses, a more formally

structured course should again be arranged for a short

concentrated period (pr bibly two or three days) just

after the Summer examinatitnis and before the end of term.

As in this year's experimental course one or two tutors

can use in particular the micro-teaching techniques described

in this report.

As regards training in other Colleges of Universities,

we suggest a similar approach would be useful. To avoid

unnecessary duplication of effort and to make sure the full

range of training material available in different centres

was known, some central body (for instance, the Central

Bureau) could compile and circulate a periodical news

letter listing the self-instructional or 'mini course'

material and other resources available for sale or borrowing

from various College of University Departments and other

sources. This facility would allow tutors to build up

the._ own resource banks and training courses, choosing the

material which seemed most appropriate to local needs and

circumstances, building up a course on an 1 la carte loans

rather than purchasing a whole package en bloc.

Further, the circulation of reports of the present

kind would perhaps bring to the attention of some wcyld-be

course tutors, in addition to new materials available,

new ideas and training methods, that he could use himself.

ThLs ttialvi4u41izna r_raining o a.self-he1p basis

using a variety of resources should be seen as complementary

to existing induction courses, such as the September Paris

course. What the latter type of mass course cannot

I



provide the Assistant with however is the opportunity

for individual experience of what the job is like, and

the time to collect over a period of time appropriate

teaching aids and materials to take over to France.

(see also Hare, G. E. and McAleese, R. 1976).

In addition to our conclusions directly concerning

the processes of Language Assistant Training, some other

observations and conclusions coming out of our research

and development work could be noted here.

OTHER OBSERVATIONS An unexpected by-product of our training activities

in the French Department over the past year has been

the growth of a group identity or class spirit among

those second year students about to go abroad. The

Scottish system of Ordinary and Honours degrees means

that perhaps one third only of ninety or more second

year students will go on to do the Honours course, and the

Honours class-identity usually forms slowly only on

returning from the year abroad, when most students get to

know each other for the first time. This year a group
ESPRIT DE CORPS identity (and friendships) were formed among aspiring

.

Honours students before the year abroad, and this can only

be beneficial on their return.

OTHER USES OF A-V The recorded material we brought back from France
MATERIAL

has also been put to other uses beyond its function in

Language Assistant training. The Language Laboratory

has vetted some recordings of interviews for possible use

as source material for French language teaching, and the

Education Department has made use of class recordings (e.g.

as the subject of study for an M.Ed. dissertation on the

comparison of different teaching styles).

ASSISTANTS IN TOUCH Finally, we feel we should not conclude without making
WITH SUCCESSORS

one or two observations relative to the Assistant scheme in

general, observations arising from our fieldwork in France

and feed-back from past Assistants.

We would urge the Central Bureau and the Office

national to do everything possible to put Assistants in

touch with their successors, as soon as they are nominated.

The.earlier the nominations arc proce.Lsed, therefore, the better.

3 9



ACCOMMODATION

SITTING IN WITH
FRENCH TEACHERS

The main source of anxiety for Assistants on arrival

was usually the question of accommodation. We recommend

that the Office national urge the French Ministry of

Education to instruct schools wishing to receive an

Assistant to nominate an individual in the school to take

responsibility for welcoming the Assistant and helping

him find accommodation. Too often Assistants receive

no communication at all from the school before their

arrival and little help during the year, which occasionally

culminates in the Assistant packing his bags before the

end of the year.

Some Assistants are allowed, even encouzaged during

the first one or two weeks of their Ltay to sit in on

classes to observe the way English is taught in their

Many are not and yet this has been seen to be a-

very useful means of adjustment and learnilz for the

Assistant. Again we urge the Offf.ce national to recommend

to the French authorities to direct schools to make this a

formal beginning to the Assistant's year.
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APPEr\VX A.

THE CENTRAL BUREAU for Educational Visits and Exchanges
Under the auspices of the Scottish Education Department, the Department cf Educatton and Science, isnd tho Department of Education

for Northern Ireland

3 BRUNTSFIELD CRESCENT, EDINBURGH EHIO 4HD.

SAD/N1

APPOINTMENT OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE ASSISTANTS TO

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES ABROAD

ACADEMIC YEAR 1976/77

GENERAL RI21IARKS

I. The scheme is administered by the Central Bureau on behalf of the Department of Education and Science,
the Scottish Education Department and the Department of Education for Northern Ireland in respect of
students and young teachers from England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland.

2. Posts as English Language Assistants are available for the academic year 1976/77 in Austria, Belgium,
France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Switzerland and provisionally in Latin America and Tunisia. There is also the
possibility of a small number of posts in Sweden. Candidates should be between 20 and 30 years of age and
should normally be university undergraduates who will have completed their second year at the time of taking
up the appointment, college of education students, graduates or serving teachers under the age of 30. Students
at colleges of education may apply either on completing their training or by intercalating a year abroad between
the second and third years ot their course, if the course allows this. Appointments are offered by the foreign.
authorities only to candidates having an adequate knowledge of the appropriate language and recommended
by the Central Bureau.

3. Experienced serving teachers of modern languages at secondary level should also request information
on the Scottish Education Department in-service training scheme, which provides for one term or full school
year exchanges with teachers in France, Germany and Spain. Interchange agreements exist with a number
of other European countries and details are available from the Central Bureau.

4. Assistant posts may not be held concurrent with any grant, award or scholarship. Scottish candidates
should arrange the suspension of any Scottish Education Department grant which they receive during the period
of their posting.

5. For Eng lkh and Welsh applicants only. Under the scales of salaries for teachers in primary and secondary
schools in England and Wales currently in force, service as an Assistant may be takcn into account for incre-
ments of salary on subsequently taking up teaching employment in this country, provided that a full academic
year has been served. Certificates of service will be supplied by the Central Bureau on request though they
will not usually be available until the November following the year of service.

6. The attention of candidates is drawn to paragraph 6(8) of Part TI of thc Scottish Teachers' Salaries
Memorandum 1973 which provides that periods, not exceeding in the aggregate two years, of which not more
than onc year was spent in employment under an official scheme of interchange while engaged in the capacity
of "assistant" or "riip6titeur" in France, or in an cqnivalent capacity in another country outwith Scotland,
and nut more than one year in similar employment in one other country outwith Scotland (including in each
caso reasonable time for travelling and vacations), will be reckoned as service for incremental placing, pro-
vided that no period or part of a period so spent which was an integral pait of the degree course followed by
the teacher shall be taken into account.

7. Serving teachers who apply should inform their schords of their intention in good time because of the
difficulty in replacing staff. If they wish to continue to pay superanrmation contributions they should write to
Pensions Branch, Scottish Office Superannuation Division, liroomhome DriveSmighton, Edinburgh Ell I I 3V).

8. Intending t:.achers should note the following requirements of the General Teaching Council.
Periods of Residence: The following shall be the periods of rusidcmcc required:
(a) for provisionally registered teacluis qualified by certifiz:o:1 to ..:tch a first foreign language on the

basis of the higher standard of qualification (an I lonolt: 'r I .

(i) the school or acadcmic session of nine months r brokch hy holidays at home (where the
academie session of a continental univergity e\ter': : nionths can(idali.-; may sati,fy
the recluiremults in loll by completing one additIon:d les:cif:nee provided it immediately
precedes or It II m's the academie se..sion),

or (ii) a pet iod or periods amounting in the a ri!reote to tell months, no recognition being given to
periods of lc'.s than four weeks duration

(b) for pro7h.ionallv te!n,,tered teachers gig.lificd by crAtifir.:ition to teadi a second languor. on the bw,is
of the hillier .! indird of qualification (an 11ciniair; 1),.T:JecT

a pyriod or pr.riods amrianiing in the ai!ereaaie to live montle;, no ncognilion being given to
periods of less than four v.eeks' duration,
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(c) for provisionally registered teachers qualified to teach a modern language on the basis of the lower
standard of qualification (two graduating courses):

for each language professed a period of three months, no recognition being given to a period
of less than four weeks' duration.

Candidates completing teacher training should note that service as an Assistant does not count towards
their probationary period. Service in North Africa does not count towards residence in a French-speaking
country.

Certificate of Residence: A certificate of residence approved by the Committee shall accompany each
application, and the residence shall normally be completed, in the case of honours graduates, within five years
of thr av.ard of the college certificate and, in the case of ordinary graduates, within three years of the award
ot the college cerfficate.

9. The closing date for applications for English Language Assistantships is 31st January, 1976. Applications
made through universities and colleges will be acknowledged direct to Heads of Departments.

A preparatory course for prospective assistants will also be held in Scotland prior to departure.

10. Since applications for Assistantships usually exceed the number of posts available, a scale of priorities
has to be imposed in the selection of candidates according to the balance between supply and demand in each
country. All candidates should indicate where possible an alternative country in which they would be willing
to accept a post, should their candidature for their first choice be unsuccessful. Appointments in Austria,
Belgium, Italy and Swit7erland arc relatively few in number. As it is not possible to obtain posts for all appli-
cants appointments are for one year only.

11. Candidates must be willing to accept any appohttruent offered to them and applications will only be
accepted on this understanding. It is impossible to meet all demands for appointments in certain centres. Posts
in capital cities and university towns are limited, and while it is open to candidates to express a preference
for some particular district (the reasons for which must be stated), no guarantee can be given that they will
be appointed to the place of their choice. Assistants who withdraw after having accepted an appointment cause
much inconvenience to the school and the national authorities concerned and they should not consider with
drawal unless there. are cornpdling reasons for doing so. If it is necesnary to withdraw the Central Bureau
should be informed immediately.

12. Although sufficient to cover the normal living expenses of single persons, the allowance is inadequate
in itself for married couples. The authorities in some countrics may not be prepared to consider the appointment
of a married candidate unless assured that the spouse will neither accompany nor join the Assistant for any
length of time during the period of the appointment. If a husband and wife both apply for posts there can
be no guarantee that they will be appointed to the same locality, though the foreign authorities will be asked
to make adjacent postings.

13. Some candidates may be caned to attend interviews at appointed centres. All expenses incurred in attend-
ing interviews have to be borne by the candidate.

14. It is not possible for the Central Bureau to inform candidates until April whether their application has
been accepted and forwarded to the foreign authorities, at whose discretion appointments are offered. Thereafter
successful candidates will be informed by the Central Bureau of the progress of their application.

15. Candidates should note that foreign authorities and schools attach considerable importance to the pre-
sentation of completed forms and the appearance of photographs.

16. The Assistant's basic duties are to take small conversltion groups for ' hours i)er week (e.g. 12 classes
of 60 minutes, IS clas,xti of 40 minutes, etc.) and to give pupik an insight into the way of life and institutions
of this country. Candid:it cs should therefore be able to enunciate clearly, have a reason:dile knowledge ef life
and culture in Ihitain, the ability and willingness to discuss topics of interest with young foreigners possey.ine,
a varying command of English, and be ready to play a full part in ths. everyday life of the school. These paints
are stressed, ni it is by p...t forming, the;r duties satisfactorily that Assistants can best contribute to the study
of Englkh in the school and derive roost benefit from the scheme.

17, The Assistant does not normally have supervisory chilies, but nmy he asked to help with games or other
sehriol activities, 1 his is however a voluntary arranger:R:0. wd k not an esential lei.ture of thi: scheme.

'leaclthig situations and the response of pupils vary pit:ally frorn c.nilitry to country, school to school :aid
class to class, The response of thc ppi!.; depends among other things upun their command of Englkh and the
level of which they are capable. It k accepted tint the i`,....istant is not nom:illy a trained teacher and
are normally conducted informally with nuill, often voluntary groups, the aim being to help pupils to untler
stand spoken English and to increase their confidence and abihty in smaking English themselves. The Assis:ant
may also be asked to rise short talks on topics being covi red by the perm.tnent stall., and to help svith reading,
and dwIation practice, 'I he win k demands a sympailictie attitude by the As..istant, who need not insist on NI feet
pronunciation, but should give guidance through pyisomd example and gr.u.led repetition esereises. It k
mended that some !line Mid ivcri befOrT ch.lcuture to the colketion c sunpl.: teaching aids,
ns istial material, evelyd.iy.dot:Ilrilelik, magazines, ICCurd'., (AC., and to how thcy might be used.
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18. Outside the stated 12 hours of work the Assistant is left free, subject, of course, to the usual discipline
of the school and should have ample opportunity for study. It is sometimes possible for the timetable to be
adjusted so as to allow long weekends or full days off for travel or attendance at university or other courses.

19. It is recommended that Assistants try to establish contact with sthools to which they are appointed as
soon as postings arc confirmed. This contact can be of great social and pedagogical value. The Assistant isusually accorded normal staffroom privileges and access to most aspects of the everyday life of the school.

20. Introductory courses are arranged in most countries at the beginning of the period of appointment. It
is expected that Assistants will attend. Details are not available at the time of going to press; successful candi-
dates will receive these as early as possible.

21. The Assistant will be responsible for the cost of the journey and expenses to and from the place of
appointment. Neither the Central Bureau nor the UK Education Departments can make any grant towards
these costs. In the case of those attending the introductory courses it is hoped the participant's sponsoring
establishment will reimburse fees.

22. The Assistant may not, without prior written permission from the Central Bureau, publish any accountof the establishment to which he is appointed.

NATIONAL INSURANCE

23. Assistants arc not liable to pay United Kingdom national insurance contributions while they arc abroadbut in most cases may contribute voluntarily at the self-employed person's rate (Cli,7% 2) or non-employed
person's rate (Class 3), On return to this country Class 2 contributions will count for all benefits except un-
employment benefit and Class 3 contributions for all except unemployment and sickness benefit and maternity
allowance. Advice may be obtained from local social security offices or the Department of Health and Social
Security, Overseas Group, Newcastle upon Tyne NE98 1YX.

24. Assistants will genet "'y be required to contribute to the social security scheme of the country in whichthey serve. By the terms rr, the European Economic Community arrangements and the reciprocal agreementsbetween the United Kingdom and Austria and Swit7erland, contributions paid to the social security schemesof the countries concerned may later be taken into account in assessing certain benefits under thc United
Kingdom national insurance scheme. Eurther details of these provisions arc obtainable from me Department of
Health and Social Security. Assistants appointed to Spain will be offered a medical insurance policy by theSpanish authorities.

INCOME TAX

25. Under Double Taxation Agreements between the United Kingthma and the Governments of Austria,
Belgium, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Italy and Switzerland, British Assistants are exempt ft on,
foreign income tax for a perin,l of Op to two yeats while employed in any of these countries. Assistants Om
remain in employment in thee countries for more than two years, inclusive of visits abtoad during school
holidays, hecoine liable for foreign 1110)111c tax for the whole of the period of eniployment,

26. Assistants apft lintutf to schools in Sp:tia, with tekiell country there is no Double TM.: atioa Agreement,
will b.: liable for income tax in accord ince with the re;allations currently in foree. It is, however, anticipated
that the allowance paid will not be taNtAl arid the Spanidi atutioritivi will prepared to comider Assistants to
he receiving a scholarship,

27, l'nquilies rewarding income tax should be sithirt",sed to h`c;11 inspetori; of 'I nes,

Nous REI,ATIVE TO IhNItTLCULAlt COUNTRIES

lie folimvins; dr..,,..rt up in coloaillation svith tIc :Tpropriatoi HI(
tf,Hid th.it IN 1..'dlet p::,41teed Nrynlitti:( Hls awl Cc, L.,

tIv2re VIII t cr5 h.! arn, (Wt. ti.t: ;1,-1(1, IOW ir / I OHM, I nit ; 114111., ()I1
(ittlfltlii ". ;ire i '.t:',i It) ee...1a1 1:;,s,(1)(1.0( . cO appolinoll.i (, 0,tr,t1
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a

Austria
(a) Period of appointment: 1st October to 30th June, preceded by introductory course.
(b) Allowance: 6,367 Schillings per month, payable in arrear.
(c) Types of scheol/college and age of pupils: general, technical and secondary grammar schools, ages 10-19.
(d) Accommodation arrangements: normally in private families; a few appointments may be made in board-

ing schools.
(e) The Austrian authorities may not be prepared to accept candidates under 21 years of age by December

1976. Applicants with a good knowledge of English language and literature are preferred since the
Assistant may be employed on classroom work under the direct supervision of the Austrian teacher.

Belgium
(a) Period of appointment: 1st October to 30th June.
(b) Allowance: 8,000 Belgian Francs per month, payable in arrear.
(c) Types of Echool/colkge and age of pupils: lycees ages 11-19; or training colleges (écoles normales) ages

16-20.
(d) Accommodation arrangentents: the school authorities will be asked to help in arranging accommodation.

France
(a) Period of appohitment: 1st October to 15th June, preceded by introductory course.
(h) Allowance: the net allowance after deductions for social security will be about 1,600 Francs per month,

payable in arrear until the end of June.
(c) Types of school/college and age of pupils: most postings will be in secondary schools (lycées and eolli!gcs

d'enscignenwnt general or secondaire) ages 11-19 or training colleges (écoles normales) ages 16,20 but a
few posts will be available in specialised schools and centres. There will al:;o be posts as monitrices
scolaires in écolcs maternelles, ages 2-6. These are particularly suitable for serving and intending primary
teachers who may also express a preference for a 'Section Bilingue' posting about which separate notes
are available on request.

(d) Accommodtion arrangements: Assistants appointed to Paris may be granted permission to live at the
College Franco-P,ri:annique in the Cite Univert;itaire provided that they are registered for a university
course. -fhose appointed outside Paris win where possible be lodged in school, sometimes free of charge.
They may also be able to take meals at reasonable cost with their pupils. Otherwise heads of schools
will be asked to help thc Assistant find suitable lodgings. No money allowance is made in lieu of free
accommodation if the school is not able to provide it or if the Assistant wishes to live elsewhere.

FcdntI Iteputilic of Germany
(a) Period of appointnient: early Scp:ember to late June, prececkd by introductory course. (Assistants

appointed to schools in Liinder whose summer term ends after 30th Jona may apply through their
school for a speekd extension of service.)

(b) Allowaoce: In most 1...4nder, 800 German Marks per month, payable in arrear.
(c) Types of Selin61/coliege mid agc of pupils: all kinds of secondary school, ages 11-19.
(d) Act:on:mod:0Ni arrangements: schools will be asked to hdp Assistants in findiog lodgings.

Italy
(a) Period of appohitmeol: mid-Octobcr to 31st May.
(b) Allow:nice: the net allowance is 160,000 Lire iwr month, payable in arrear.
(e) Types of school/college mid ats of pupils: state secondary schools, ages 11-19,
(d) Accommodation m rangements: normally in private families.

Spain
(4 Period of appointment: 1st October to 30th June, preceded by Introductory Course.
(h) Mlowance: the litt allowance is 10,000 peseta-, per month, payaNe hi arrear.
(c) Types of sellool/co!.1:e and age of pupils: sfate s,..eondary scIm,aces 12-17; and colleges, age!, 13.21.
(d) Accommndatimi nreangemenk: mainiy in priv:te farnilies or penc.ions,

Switzerland
(a) Pertnd of appointment: for the rchool year, Auy.ust or September to July,
(b) Allov,ancc: varies from Canlon to Canton but is ttbout 1,600 Swiss Francs pet month payaHe i oirear.
(c) Types of tat:out/code:A: of pnpik: a small number of po,t, available in both French and (Ltity.,.n

speakinz; Canlonc, usually in Etammar schools (Colli:ges and Kantons%chulen); 15.19 age Eroup on
aVcragC.

(d) AccononoihMon arrantteimnts; usually in priv!itc families.
(c) The Sv.ks authoritic; will probably only otter posts to candidates who will be at least 21 years of aLe by

September 1075.
(f) SticcosNiul candniates will Iro.t. to enrol at the university neateA their place of appointment.
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ApperVDIX 517

THE CENTRAL BUREAU for Educational Visits and Exchanges
3 SRUNTSFIELD CRESCENT
EDIIIBURGH EHIO 4HD

Secretary: J. RWake, MA.

Telephone: 031-447 8024

Reference:

Dear Assistant,

INDUCTICU COURSE ra PARIS - SEPTE7PER 21st-24t11 1975

I enclose details of the induction course for'English Ioneuage Assistantsbeing arranged in Paris by the Central Bureau, the Office National and theBritistbInstitute in Paris. The course is open to Assistants appointed to1.1t schoolsketropolitan France, with the exception of those appointed to theAcad6mies of Bordeaux, Limoges, Poitiers and Toulouse who will be sentdetails separately of the induction course in Poitiers. The course startson the evening of Sunday 21st September and lasts until the evening ofWednesday 24th september. Group travel is offered to those attending.

Application for the course in Paris should be made during July by completingthe enclosed formsand enclosing a cheque for t35. This fee'will includethe cost of the train and boat journey from London to Paris, tvmsfer toledging in Patis, bd and breakfast for three niehts, six meals, a ten-ticket "carnet de mkro" and instruction. Your cheque shoulJ be madepayable to "The. Central Bureau for Educational Visits and Exchanges" andycu will be sent a receipt which you must retain carefully as no ticketswill be issued for the train. You will need tO show the receipt to theorganit3ers before boarding'the boat-train. Details of the arrangements
A. the croseing to France, travel to Paris by train and for coaches onairival in Paris will be iseued on the train.

Youe course application should be accompanied by a stamped addressed
.Lscap envelope. If you urgently need to know the address at which you11 be living in Paris during the course, please complete the section etle foot of the form. It should be torn off and cent sup-Imoly to "Ac...lucildus Jeunes Fran9ais" in Paris with en addressed envelope end ai internetice!eireply coupon (obtainable at any Post Office).

if you wish to spend a further nicht in Paris, fednenday 2;th Septeeibe;ilThursday 25th Oeptember this should be peseible to errence afLer your erriAniin Peril. The cost will be between 25 and 32 francs for bed end breakfestencl between C end 8 frencs for meals.

A detailLd
journey te
-tedne th
unierereity
oprLrtunit
Frarie ;u:Id

thz.: dt';v1r.t.

course preerenme will be prcvided neerer the dete or denim: the
'It will include Ly orin(%.7YA Yith

th,_: British lnstitutr:, the Drjtish Council, French
lecterers, me.berc of the 7rcnch insp,:c;tor2tel. Th,r. will'cs to dicuss yeur role ee en P.nglish Leneue(-e peietent in
yr,u will IP: 7thlu to m:i;

roil-;u: to LsH1,1i1.:hTnts in
whiqN, you r11.1 be c,:rvini-.

Chcrfn.,;1:::ir .1;1 r: J.e.pcs PLir C int t,I S...,.tit1114. I's ,;,..je
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r.

Assistants normally receiving grants from English LEAs might find thefollowing extract from the Department of Education and Science AdministrativeMemorandum 13/74 dated 28th June. 1974 useful: "The Secretary of State hopesthat authorities will be prepared to exercise their discretion and paythe course fees where the student's college or university is not responsible.for assisting him." Scottish candidates should consult their sponsoringestablishment about any assistance which may be given towards the cost ofparticipation in the course.

We are also offering group travel from Edinburgh/Clascey to London on Saturday20th September. The bbeking is being arranged through NUS Travel and there-fore only full-time students are eligible to apply. The cost of the sincle railfare from Edinburgh or Glasgow to London will be £7.25.

If you would like to participate in the group travel to London, pleasecomplete the enclosed pink form and return it to this office, toi-ether withyour course application. Cheques and Postal Orders should be crossod andmade payable to NUS Travol Ltd. and you should put your name and address onthe back. Individual tickets will be issued to each member of the croupduring August.

Details about registering luggag: at Victoria Station durinc the evoningof Saturday 20th September and early the next morning will be given whenapplications are acknowledged and recipts issued. This matter is atpresent being discussed with the carrier and with British Rail.

You will appreciate that the size of this oporation is considerable and wewould grateful if you could submit your applic:Aion as soon as possibleand keep correspondence
eid enquiries to a mintmAm.

Yours sincerely,

jaL
Gil-I) Thomson (firs)
Exchange As::ist-tnt

Provisional Programme
2 Applicatien forms
1 Croup Trivol Application.
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Introductory Course

FT otrisional nror-rz-nne: !TonaPy 22nd SPnte:nber to 7:ednesd.1-1 24th Seute:nber 1975

7.!onilily 22nd Sente:ber

09.30 Introduction - !!onsieur Delacquis

10.00 RerAstration ;:ith the British Institute (British Assistants only)

10.00 Int4Eration (S assistants !:alane Seznec
(other Znzlish-speakinE Assistants only)

12.00 Questions

LUNCH
14.00 Talk by !!adame 3eznec (0.N.U.E.F.) ( iritish.Asistants only:

14..00 Visit to Embassy (other Enf;lish-spaakinE Assistants)

1,5.00 :4eeting with 3r5tish Embassy, Central Bureau and British Institute

Tues:1-7 23rd Stmber
-

09.30

io./6

12.00

1!;.op

15.15

i(.15

La vie scolaire en France - !onsieur Janicot

TeachinE of Enr-lish as a foreiEn lanvace - Professor gi.son
(Univ. of London)

LUNCH

L'utilisvtion de l'assistant - !,:ansieur Pouo

Livinc in France - viac Dessein (B.I.)

:.:eetinE by Acal4mies

14-b'r

09.0 Yho%etics ::een (:.1.)

10.30 Teechitv of En,r:lish a-Iff6rents confrenciers fr7'nstain

12.00 LUNCH
1)1.00 Technioue for conveot, !:aley

16.00 Table uonde

1:)/L. 12 (c)

'

7". r'



(30..11 Fc':1

Iluriot-4:4tt Univoroity, aico-irton, froni Mon:lay 30th Juno until.
2nd July 175.

!Ione1A-1 30th Juno

11.1;0 - 12.30 pr.'

12.0 - 2.60 1,-; Lunch

2.00 - 2.30 1:71 Introduction
Mr J C,:ntral 7;cot]and.

2.30 - 3.30 -in

3.30 - 4.00 in

4.00 - 5.15 pn

- 7.00

7.00 - 8.00 pm

Tiv.; cottio1: -ystc7
Mr S Liic Hunt:Jr, 1,cturor in 74ducltion,
Jorcluthill Coalclu of Dducation.

Tao,

Survoy of
P !7:11.:;h:111, 21-v.;1i61.1 -)clart?Aont,

Don(7.,..0 of Edu:2.thon.

WorkinU rouji

of '..nfortion
11ro Gill ,

C0r;tril

1f;t

- 10.30 GrorJ:.;..;

10.30 - 11.00

11.:";.5 1.00

C);

1.C,0 7 f();,..,:i

r. .1.!..:1
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2.15 - 3.30 Isa i:'rlich :ducation:1
(ru:n (3.1;.eatic.n!1 Vst,A. ) ss3ions

inih .:.duction'a ::yute.:. With
Itilian ,:ducationl :,,st,x.1 ) zpuci.-.113t

Austri.:n ;duc.Ationd .,,i3t:.2n )

'iwisu Aucation-d :..ystou ) as reqW,rd

- 4.00 pn To

4.00 - "IalkE; hy formr .ssistJntn - 8.:parAt

reqtdred

5.45 - 7.00 2n Dinnor

7.00 - 6.00 pm The Phkin.:: And Uuo of idu
jir David C 31cCart.oey

gotre Colle of Educ?..tion.

8.00 - 9.00 pn Grou.,-2::: for sin7in!': .And (o:,tion:1)

9.30 - 10.30 n 'rractical sliocts of rilis
John ;1itchell, 15(Arn

Lanarksbir,:,.

10.30 - 11.00 an

11.30 -

12.t5 - 2.00

2.00

CoMo

A;.,,cto of (continud)

1,..Anch

Concl'Juion

Diorr:'11

T forkin Uk,: of ;r:cticqprrj' t;111

7 ol'
.!i

1
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PPPENT)0( (71.

OFFICE NATIONAL DES UNIVERSITES

ET ECOLES FRANCAISES

. OULEVARD RAIIPAIL
78272 PAPII CEDEX OS

YrL 222 8040

MD/JS

PARIS le 29 Aout 1975

Monsieur l'Inspecteur d'Acade::!:0

Avenue P.V..Couturier

93008 BOBIGNY

Monsieur l'Inspecteur d'Academie et Cher Collague,

Les organimes étrangers et français charges du pro-
gramme d'óchange d'assistants de langue vivante s'efforcent de ras-
sembler des documents audio-visuels sur le rale de l'assistant dans
la classe de langue, qui seront utilises dans les stages de for-
mation des futurs assistants. L'Office des Universitet; poor sa parr
dispuse déjà d'un certain nombre d'enregistrements sonores et vi.:#%.

Dans ce cadre, les Professeure de l'Universite d'Ab.rdeen
G.E. RARE, du departement de franois et McALEESE du dCpartement
d'Education, souhaiteraient etre autorises, entre le 3 et le 1'
décembre, A enregistrer des classes d'assistants ecossais exery,:
dans les établissements suivants relevant de votre autorité

Eyck. d'Utat Mixte d'Ipinay C.E.S. AUDIO V1SUEL

Rue du Cdt Bouchet
93800 EriNAY SUR SEINE.

6, rue de Franceville
93220 CAGNY

Je vous serais très reconnai.ssant, compte tenu de l'in-
terk et de l'utilite de ce travail, de bien vonloir accurder a t.es
deux collilgues les autorisations necessaires, et donner aux 6tablih
sements les instructions utiles pour leur faciliter la tache.

Vous remerciant a l'avance, je vous prie d'agreer,
Monsieur l'Inspecteur d'Acad6mie et Cher Colli!gue, l'expressioa
de ma consid6ration distinguCe.

he Directeur,

M. biAACQUIS

5 3



L'INSPECTEUft D'ACADEMIE

DE LA SEINE-SMNTDENIS

I.A.A. CAB PG n° 419.

BOBIGNY, le 10 septembre 1975

Monsieur DELACQUIS
Directeur de l'Office
National des Universités
et Ecoles Frangaises
96 boulevard Raspail

75272PARIS CEDEX 06

Monsieur le Directeur,

En ráponse h votre lettre du 29 aoat 1975,
j'ai l'honneur de vous faire connaitre que j'autorise
les Professeurs de l'Université d'ABERDEEN G.E. HARE,
du département de Frangais et McLEESE du département
d'Education a enregistrer, entre le 03 et le 17 décembre
1975, des classes d'asistants écossais exergant dans
les 6tablissements suivants :

Lycée d'Etat Mixte d'Epinay
Rue du Commandant Bouchet

93800 EPINAY SUR SEINE

C.E.S. Audio Visuel
6 rue de Franceville

93220 GAGNY.

Toutes instructions utiles seront donn4es
aux deux établissements prLicités, afin de faciliter
le dároulement de cette opáration.

Je vous prie de croire, Monsieur le Lirecteur,
l'assurance de mes sentiments les meilleurs.

5 I

Ltinspee- r adémi,:! Adjoint,

E. LEC;OUTIRE.



GEHisb

Monsieur l'Inspecteur d'Academie,
Inspection Academique de la Seine-Saint-Denis,
Avenue P.V. Couturier,
93008 BOBIGNY,
France

Monsieur l'Inspecteur d'Academie,

23rd October, 1975

J'ai l'honneur de vous remercier do l'autorisation que
vous avez bien voulu accorder i M. McAleese et i moi-meme de
visiter le Lya!e d'Etat Mixte d'Epinay et C.E.S. Audio-Visuel de
Gagnv dans le cadre de notre projet de recherche sur les
Assistants de langue vivante.

C'est l'Office National des Universites et Ecoles
frangaises, qui vous a ecrit de notre part en premier lieu, qui
vient de nous informer du fait que vous Zte:favorable a notre
initiative.

En vous remerciant encore une f.1. po,.:r la comprehension
que vous montrC notre hard, ,j(t vous prie d'agreer,
Monsieur l'ivnpecteur, l'expression de mes sentiments respectueux

Dr. G. E. Hare
Lecturer in French
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23rd October, 1975

/ass ThylBs Arrstrong,
Assistanto diAno1ais,
Lycal d'Stat Kixte d'Epinay,
Rum du Cdt. Pouchet,
93600 1I-INAY-SUR-SEDZE,
France.

Dear rhyllis,

You will probably remember my cpeakins to you about the possibility of a visit
by Raymond lIcAloeso (of the T;niversity 1:2(loos:tion )e:sartment) end nyself to csrtain
Assistants in France. Our aim is to obscrve Assistants at work, and to rocurd some
elasses 03 tape and slides, to intervicw ;Lociotants, toachors and admini:trators, End
generally gather enouoh material to brils; book to Aberdeen ln order to ooso.oSio some
self-inetructionul tspo-slide coursos to introS. oe stulents in their futuoc role as
Fnglish Lanzuage Assistauts in Franco.

You wore one of the Assistants wo inoluded on our chortlist as beins willing to
help, vid we have obtained official pornisoion to visitysarrschool from tho :Loopecteo
d'Acadoo.te. In ordor to allow us to plan our vtsit in day-to-day detail, snd to nal:c
a final choice of schools, I should be very grateful if you could scns u, os soon ae
possible, the follasing details of yosr tinotabler as far as you can say, for the day
from Thursday 4th Dscenber to Tuesday 16th Esoessbor inclusive (in fact our visit to
Faris will probably be somotine betwoon 4th and 90). December):

time and level of each class on each day,
nustber of pupila in class end whether missd or single sex,
Clether you have to change room botsoen classes,
dste of end of your teaching tors,
ithother you teIce each class on yoor own or with anothr teacher,
v:)sther sont, of your colloagoos in the Enslish department wnald be

wMing to talk to us about thoir class and the role of the Assists.ot,
- you could also mention cur project to the headmaster, although wo do intend
to write to him personally to as% final pormission,
- best way of travelling to your school from central Faris.

As coon as possible after receixino;-yosr 1-cooly we shall write and toll yoll of
our finsti rlans. Even if we coanot fit in a full study visit to your :elssol, I h000
to sso you at sone time during our stay in loris. 10 any case there's uo os-s-,o to
feel an, f.:*(-710:i4 o:s eoprClonsion ol-cut cos vAsit. lie wont to see as zs,o. os rosloibi
of the ;.00loctIs liLo in ir'zlef!, but rS.oll try to inoonvonionco you tu ilc:,20 as
possiolo. I've no dulbt thr: oopiln will fi-q it oll cololto rP.;i01, and b) i. oo Lo tal
to us too. i:ho kuvos, you isisht oven be WO to hoar an Enolioh voico

rongt hcoitsto to IA if I orss ho1p ;,oll in cny -sy before our vlsit. Con't
thin iss:sti:ino of gat L-Tort%;ice hos lu-i% Llod in tho topaotssnt cince lr:4, so
I haoo v,sy little news to paos on.

Looking forsalsi to steno you acain,

Ki l records,

5 6
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Made la Directrice,
Lycee d'Etat Mixte d'Epinay,
Rue du Cdt. Bouchet,
93800 EPINAY-SUR-SEINE,
France

Madame la Directrice,

12 November, 1975

vous aurez probablement recu de l'Inspecteur d'Academie une lettre
vous informant du choix preliminaire de votre etablissement come objet
d'etude dans notre project de recherche sur le rOle de l'Assistant de
langue anglaise en France.

Mon collegue M. R. Meldeese (Education Department, Universite
d'Aberdeen) et moi, nous souhaitons observer des cours de "conversation"
faits par l'Assistant d'Angiais, faire des enregistrements, parler avec
vous-méme et avec un ou dew-, des professeurs d'anglais, et avec mile.
Armstrong pour nous documenter sur l'utilisation de l'Assistant en France.
Notre projet a pour but de rassembler des documents sonores et visuels qui
nous seront utiles pour un courspreparatcir:: que nous elaborons A l'intention
des etudiants britarques qui deviendront A l'avenir Assistants d'anglais.
Nous sommes persuades qu'un tel cours suivi avant de prendre leurs fonctions
en fera de meilleurs Assistants. Notre projet, entrepris sous l'aegide des
Sections de Francais et d'Education de l'Universite d'Aberdeen, est finance
par la Fondation Nuffield et patronne par l'Office national des Ecoles et
Universites francaises et le Central Bureau for Educational Visits and
Exchanges (Edimboug).

Je vous prie de bien vonloir nous excuser de ne pas vous avoir ecrit
plus tOt pour vous demander l'autorisation de notre visite, mais, apres
avoir recu l'autorisation de l'Office national et des lnspecteurs d'Academie,
nous attendions de la part dc quatre de nos Assistants un extrait de ieur
emploi du temps afin de pouvoir dire aux directeurs des etablissements
choisis les jours precis oil nous voudrions leur rendre visite. Ceci a pris
beaucoup plus de temps que nous n'avions pense, et en attendant de recevoir
tous rPs details, je vous ecris done pour vous demander s'il vous serait
possible de nous permettre de visitor notre etablisscment entre le 4 et le
9 decembre prochain? Pcspere pouvoir preciser tres prochainement.le ou
les jours precis de notre visite.

En esperant que vous verrez l'utilite de notre projet et que vous
pouvez nous offrir votre precieuse colln!:nration, je vous pric de croirc,
Madame la Directrice, A l'expression de s sentiments les plus distingues.

5 7
Dr. G. E. liare
Lecturer in French



flPVERPIX 1)
List of Eauloment, etc.

1 microphone Eagle, CO-96 Uni-directional

1 microphone Eagle, PRO-M5 Low Z

1 microphone cable (black)

1 microphone stand (black)

1 battery, Ni-Cd, VARTA, 5ML, 2, 5
(z, 214) (Uher)

1 Uher audio lead (K541)

1 Uher mains lead, (K713)

2 two pin sockets (grey and grey)

1 Uher tape recorder 4200 Report Stereo
(1924, o8a

1 BASF 9202, Cassette recorder CR02 B,
408 12227

1 Uher power pack, Z - 124A

1 carrying case for Uher tape recorder
(black)

Ektachrome film

C-120 cassettes (audio) ) Materials

5-inch audio tapes

1 Pentax spotmatic camera (1450784)

1 28 mm lens (7490733) )

) Pentax
1 80 mm lens (2757176) )

1 microphone Philips - Uni-directional
(with black cable)

Liste de materiel

1 micro Eagle, C0-96 Uni-directionnel

1 micro Eagle, PRO-M5 Low Z

1 fil de micro (noir)

1 pied de micro (noir)

1 pile, Ni-Cd, VARTA, 5ML, 2, 5 (z, 214)

1 fil audio Uher (K541)

1 fil prise-secteur Uher (K713)

2 prises de type frangaise (grise et gri

1 magnetophone Uher 4200 Report Stereo
(1924, 08152)

1 magnetophone a cassette BASF, CR02 B,
408 12227

1 rechargeur Uher, Z-124A

1 mallette pour magnetophone Uher (noir)

( bobines-diapo Ektachrome

( cassettes C-120

( bandes magnetiques 12 cm 26.

1 appareil photo Pentax spotmatie (14507

1 objectif Pentax 1 28 mm (7490733)

1 objectif Pentax 1 60 mm (2757176)

1 micro Philips - Uni-directionnel
(avec fil noir)

The above equipment is the property of the University of Aberdeen. Mr. R.
McAleese and Dr, G. Hare have the authority to use it in recording classrooms in
France in December 1975, as part of a research project sponsored by the University
of Aberdeen and the Nuffield Foundation.

Le materiel enumere ci-dessus est la propriete de l'Universite d'Aberdeen.
M. R. McAleese et Dr. G. Hare, professeurs de l'Universite d'Aberdeen, ont tout
pouvoir de llutiliser a faire des enregistrements en France au mois de decera:re
1975, dans lc cadre d'un projet de recherche agree par l'Universite d'Aberdeen
et la Fondation Nuffield.

Professor J.D. Nisbet
Head of Department (Education)

5 8
Professor C. Chadwick
Head of Department (French)



APPENDIX E

Timetable of visits to French Schools

Wednesday 3rd December 1975: Travel Aberdeen - Paris

Thursday bth December:

Friday 5th Decembsr:

Saturday 6th December:

Monday 8th December:

Tuesday 9th December:

Wednesday 10th December:

Thursday llth December:

Friday 12th December:

Saturday 13th December:

Both visit C.E.S. Henry Bergson, in Garches
(Assistant: Lesley Innes): class observation
and recording, photographs, and interviews.

R. McAleese visits C.E.S. in Garches for
further clasc recordings.
G. Hare visits C.E.S. Audio-visuel in Gagny
(Assistant: Moyra Brown): class observation,
recordings, and interviews.

Both: interviews with Assistants from Gagny
and Epinay, and teacher from Gagny.

Both visit Lycee dlEtat, in inay-sur-Seine
(Assistant: PhY llis Armstrong ): class
observation, photographs and interviews.

R. McAleese visits Lycee in Epinay: class
observation, recordings, and intervdews.
G. Hare visits Lycee Technique in Sevres

(Assistant: Julie Munro): class observation,
recordings and interviews.

Both travel Paris - Lyon - Bourg-en-Bresse.

Both visit Lyeee Lalanda in Bourge-en-Drosse
(Assistants: Peter Watson and Mike Assender):
class observation, recordings, interviews,
photographs.

Both visit Lycee Lalande in Bourg: further
recordings.

G. Hare visits Lycee Quinet in Bourg:
interviews.

Both interview teachers at Lycee Quinet, and
class observation.

Sunday 14th December: Both travel Bourg-en-Bresse - Paris.

Monday 15th December: Both travel Paris - Aberdeen.

5 9



APPENDIX F

Audio-visual material collected in France

1. On Cassette (60 mins. per side):

C.1.1. - Interview with M. Giovanetti, Conseiller dteducation at
C.E.S., Garches - on his duties and relations with
Assistant (in French).

- Interview with English teachers at Lycee, Epinayon work of
the Assistant (in French).

- Interview with Mlle. C. Leger, English teacher, Lycee,
Epinay, on her use of Assistunt (in French).

C.1.2. - Interview with English teacher, Lycee, Epinay;on her use of
Assistant (in French).

- Interview with pupils, Lycee, Epinay: what is an Assistant?
(in English).

- Recording of part of rehearsal of Oscar Willets The Imcortance
of Doing Ernest, performed by pupils at Lycee, Epinay
English).

- Interview with Documentaliste, Lycee, Epinay, on her job and
relations with Assistant (in French).

C.2.1 - interview with a pupil, Lycee, Sevres, on the Assistant
et al (in French).

- Interview with bank employee, in Sevres: how an Assistant
may open an account (in Frenc.h).

- Extract of a 5e class in Lycee Lalande, Bourg-en-Bresse:
singing 'The Twelve Days of Christmast (in English).

- Interview with M. Berthod, the !Intendant' at Lycee Lalande,
Bourg-en-Bresse, on his duties and his links with the
Assistant (in French)

C.2.2 - Interview with Phyllis Armstrong, Assistant, Epinay, on her
plans for 3 classes (in English).

- Interview with Julie Munro, Assistant, Lyme, Sevres, - on
hcr job (in English).

- Extract of 2TSS (bilingual secretaries), Lyoee, Sevres, with

Assistant Julie Munro (in English).
- Interview with pupils of above class on use of Assistant in

school (in English).

C.3.1 - Interview with Mike Assender, Assistant, Lycee Lalande, Bourg-
en-Bresse, on his plans for net class (in English).

- Interview with MmP. r.ernet, Docur:entaliste, Lycee Lalande,
Bourg-en-Bresse on her duties and how she helps Assistant
(in French)

- Extract of 3e class Ly,-A7:e E. Quinet, Boarc-en-Dresse, taken
by Lnglish teacher, Sylvette Lay:A (in English).

C.3.2 - Interview with English teacher S. Layat, Lye;e Quinet,
Bourg-cn-Brossr,, on use of Assistant in school, and skills
Assistant needs (in English).
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.- Interview with Mme. Carrier, English teacher, C.E.S.:
Gagny, on her use of the Assistant: splitting a class, and
using dramatic techniques (in French).
Interview with Moyra Brown: Assistant,,C.E.S., Gagny: on
how she was used by Mme. Carrier in class (in English).
Interview with Sous-Directeur: C.E.S., Gagny, on place of
Assistant in school and his own position in school system
(in French).
Extract of 4e class, C.E.S. Gagny: taken by Assistant,
Moyra Brown: explaining a text and attempted exploitation

English).

C.h.2 - Extract of 4e (foible) class, C.E.S., Gagny, taken by
Assistant Moyra Brown: talking about Christmas traditions
and singing a carol (in English).
Interview with pupils, Lycee Epinay: on the school system

seen from the inside (in French).

2. On ltf Audio Tape (length 45-60 mins.)

(in

Tape Number Content

Al h;me class, conversation on Pocket Money (e.g. practice
of ... per month; .... a month; every month;

each month; etc.") -7=he School System in Britain
(class teacher present during recording)
Good sound quality (Assistant 0

A2 2e class, conversation class on euthanasia (Class teacher
present, pupils a little reticent)
Good sound quality for Assistant, pupils faint
(Assistant P)

A5 I;re clasS, conv,3rsation elass on a handout text

(a lady bus driver who wore a mini-skirt and its
problems!), womenls lib. et. aL. (See Appendix M1)
Good sound quality (Assistant P)

A6 1. .3.;me class, conversation on tau pairs1; assistant using

some very complex questions
2. Interview with assistant on how she planned the class

Good sound quality in class, noise in interview from
cafe (Assistant p)

A7 5C'ame class, conversation on, among other things, racial
prejudice, Mark TI.min, 011 Man River and Robbie Burns.
(Strong class teacher influence)
Average sound quality (Assistant W)

A9 5:3mc class, convrsation based on a hand-out (see
Appendix M2) an lagressivel assistant - very interesting
tape
Good sound quality (Assistnnt M)

discussion het';roon assistants W and M on being an

assistant. GEH and RMcA asking questions. Variety of
topics - 'How do you see the job of an assistant?1,
'Do class teachrs 11c: assistants differently?'
?What do you gain from a year in France?i, etc.
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3. Slides (35mm. colour)

Approximately 200 frames on a wide variety of topics. The quality
is in general good-.

- Inside and outside of French school buildings in Paris and the
provinces, C.E.S. and Lycee, including staffrooms, libraries,
classrooms, notice boards, etc.

- Assistants! classes: showing disposition of chairs, desks,
blackboard, posters, Assistant and pupils.

- A French provincial town: Bourg-en-Bresse

- Paris

- A political demonstration

- La Boule

4. Documents

- Bulletin de rentree, lere Partie, 1975-76, Lycee Lalonde, Bourg-
en-Bresse, 21 pp. (-school calendar, timetables, regulations,
marking, library and resources centre, school clubs)

- Bulletin de rentreei 2c Partie, 1975-76, Lycee Lalonde, 12 pp.
(7Z7inistrative structure of school, staff list, sports results,
music)

- Carnet dlAccuei? 1974, Lycee Lalonde, (information for new
staff on school . _scry, organisation of classes, library,
regulatons, PTA, etc.)

- Various texts used in class by Assistants

- Notes on use of English Assistant from C.E.S., Garches
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APPENDa G

French School Text Books used for Teaching English,received from French

publishers.

Belin: Imagine You're English, by D. Gibbs & N. Goodey,

6e, 5e, 4e, 3e.

Hachette: L'Anglais par l'illustration et le dialogue, 6e by

P.-M. Richard and W. Hall

It's up to you, by G. Capelle, D. Girard & J. Capelle,

6e, manuel & cahier d'exeroices auto-correctifs.

It's up to you, 5
e
1 manuel, fichier du maitre, & cahier

d'exercices auto-correctifs

e
rr It's up to you, 4 manuel & cahiers d'exercices auto-

correctifs.

Hatier: Behind the Words, 6e, Charlirelle, Livre de l'eleve.

People, Book 1 (2e), by F. Moudart & M. Swan.

Nathan: The Fnaish-Speaking TZorld 2. Britain in a changing

world, by A. GrLy, R. Le Breton-Stiling & J. de Sarcilly.

Speak English, by E. Benhamou & P. Dominique, 6e,

secondo langue.

ft
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H

"luesti!'nna:..:e sent to Assistants

University of Aherdeen DtTartment of French

FRANCE, 197:-1976

1. Name

2. Address

3. How easy/Difficult did you find anv local police formalities?

4. What documents, (visas, certificates, photos, eic.) did you take
with you to France?

5. What additional documents (if any) would it have been useful to have?
State why.

6. If you attended the S.E,D. or British Institute courses for assistants,
how useful did you find them?

7. Have you been able to attend university or school classes regularly?
State which, w!lere, and how often. If you are doing British Institute
correspondence courses instead or in addition, what is your opinion
of them?

8. If you manage to attend university classes, how easy was enrolment?

9. Which classes have you found useful and which less so?

10. How settled and organisee is the university you have been attending?

II. Pave your finances been adequate? Have you been able to travel?

12. Have you found it easy to integrate into the local community?

13. Bo dcl.pays4 are yon? Are you, or arc you not, surrounded by Anglo-
phones? Do you fine this pleasant, a nuisance, or irrelevant?

14. Are there 1,1any/some/few outside activities you have, been able to take
part in?

15. What are the main advantages of spenOing a year in your area?

16. And the main disadvantages (if any)?

17. Regarding your pro!,-es::lonal r6lc as 'conversr,tion' assistant, have your
colleagues head.11anter/-mistress and administration been understanding

and helpful, or disinterested an,' unco-operative?

l. What does your job consist of ('Leac.,:ing', recording, preparation of
maerial?

19. WIlat type of '1eachit,g1 is exnccted (e)nasis on oral or written,
lit.crot,ire or ci-..iltsaLion, co-pc.:ntin:,. for 0- reinforcirg

main el phasi,: on tcaC,ei, or uncol.ueuted with uhat teacher is doin-,1?

6 4
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20. Number of hours pctr week, size of classes, age of pupils, level
of competence.

21. What material or aids are available (language lab., tape recorder,
slide projector, records, photocopy machine, books)?

22. Is the shape and size of room appropriate to the type of 'teaching'
expected from you?

23. Is your success in the classroom crucial to or irrelevant to your
enjoyment of the year abroad?

24. What additional preparation or training for the year abroad do you
think would be appropriate, if any?

25. Any practical hints on class activities and exercises that you have
found useful and any other advice to the budding 'conversation'
assistant to help him/her survive an hour's class? .

26. Any other comments (accommodation, insurance, bank account problems)?



APPENDIX I

Material avaii-Dle related to the project

1. Programmes

French Schools Inside 2nd Out tape-slide programme 45 frames

and a commentary lastiag 2 minttes.

Teaching Practice Course for Assistants Going to France
Tape-slide programme, 23 frames, 12 minute comallentary.

2. Slides (35 an colour)

A wide variety are available. The quality is in general good.
They come in the following groups:

Provincial town (Bourg-en-Bresse) 15

Inside and Out of Schools 20

Paris 10

Political Demonstration 10

La Boule 10

(The numbers refer to the number of individual slides comprising

the group)

3. Sound Tares (1/4", half track. Classroom recordings are 15 track

stereo, Teprer/class). For list sce Appendix F2.
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APPENDIX Jl

LAG Words

British Characteristics

town planning

dour

out of date

to care about

pub

darts

policemen

cheers!

fish and chips

helmet

kilt

time gentlemen pleases

bacon and eggs

public school

School

assembly

uniform

conprehsnsive school

public school

a double period

bicycle shed

prefect's study

school council

homework

take 100 lines!

class exam

boo .'ing school

G.C.E.

form master

67

General Expressions

to fall in with

to stunp someone

to undress

to come again

to be afraid of

over and over again

the morning after
the night before

near at hand
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APPENDIX J2

LAG Ccntest Words

library customer sandwich

grocer lawn cupboard

headache conference sponsor

infallible slippery fizzy

seasick fall busy

yours faithfully many happy returns sleeps well

butter fingers double dutch a clean sweep

involve fluctuate advise

weather about why

get lost! black and white place your bets

pin-up bonus pace

to be cut up about a live wire to beef about

hurt order copy

of course neither anybody

bobby fag* trade union

saddle ghost lamp

party mummy union jack

short back and sides map pet

overcast frothy awkward

funny last dark

1 beg your pardon best wishes shut up

hat trick spring cleaning to be on the carpet

put off giggle forgive

how because although

granted home sweet home hats off

challenge grit pioneer

out of bounds to toy with up t-, scratch

smile kiss spend

just whose your 3

land lady number spinster

* c igari tte
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"YR LAG Contest Words (Contd.)
IMM.111111

carpet pussy

yellow mutton

denims pool

upset bogus

wounded far

Merry Christmas. !fit likel*

a pig in a poke a big hand

blame to affect

without how many

help yourself make your self at home

wild life luck

egg on my face show a leg

forget borrow

whereabouts over

midwife August

* Aberdeen expression... !how are you!



APPENDa. J3

LAG (Training) Rules

Aim of the Game....

LAG (Training) is intended to give trainee assistants practice in

the general teaching skill of explaining. Explaining is defined

as the skill helping pupils understand or comprehend, of relating

or saying how objects, events or affairs fit together, function or

come about. Explaining has six mutually exclusive sub-sets:

giving an example..

giving a definition..

using in context..

giving a synonym..

demonstrating..

giving French

Rules....

Harrow, Eton and Gordonstoun are
examples of public schools

to stump someone is to say something
that the other person does not understand

before I go to bed I take my clothes off,
I get "undressed" (implied)

bobby and policemen

cheers ... the teacher holds one hand
as if holding a glass and then raises
it to his mouth and saying !Cheers!!

uniform means uniforme or to be homesick
is avoir le mal du pays, etc.

1. The game is played in pairs. An explainer and a guesser.

Players tlke it in turns to be explainer and guesser.

2. A concopt is agreed upon. For example, !British characteristics!,

!My home town!, etc. One that would arise in a classroom teaching

situation.

3. The players write down 15 words or expressions related to the

concept. Five minutes is the maximum time permitted.

L. The two lists of words are exchanged and the players take it

in turns to explain their list of words to each other.

7 0



5. Any technique of explaining is allowed.

6. The guesser is allowed one attempt and if a word is guessed

correctly the explainer gets a score related to the technique

used. The following scores apply:

example 6

context 6

synonym 5

demonstrate 3

definition 3

French 1

7. Before the explainer gives the explanation he must indicate the

technique to be used.

8. If the guesser challenges the technique, i.e. thinks that the

technique used by the explainer is not that selected, then no

score is given for that attempt. (As there is no arbiter or

referee, the players must accept a 'fair" decision.)

9. Normally there is no time limit for the explainer, but a maximum

of 5 minutes may be agreed in advance.

10. The game should emphasise practice at explaining, not at

guessing. The guesser is playing a collaborative role judging

whether in the real situation a pupil would have been able to

understand, not acting as a member of a panel.

11. The winner is the player with most points.

12. Players should keep a record of the techniques used. Practice

is then possible in seldom-used categories.
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APPENDIX

LAG (Contest) Rules

Aim of the Game....

LAG (Contest) is a classroom game that can be used in assistant work

in either conversation classes or in less formal club meetings.

The aim of the game is to find the Chief Lag of the class or group.
The Chief Lag is the person who can score most points in a game of
explaining words.

Rules....

1. A teacher or someone in authority should be selected as referee.
2. The referee should provide a list of words for the game.

Approximately 15 words per player are required. These words
should be those found in normal conversation.

3. A panel is selected. Four members make up the panel. Its job
is to guess the words explained by the explainer.

4. The explainer is given a list of words which must be explained
to the panel. Any technique apart from using the French or the

English translation of the word itself is allowed. In place of
the word, the words 12a, lagging and laggish may be used.

5. An audience or the other explainers should be able to know which
words the explainer is attempting to explain. (An overhead

projector or a blackboard can be useC The panel sitting with

their backs to the screen or board.)

6. The panel is allowed one guess at the explanation.

7. The explainer is allowed as many attempts as he or she wants.
8. Only three minutes are allowed for any one explainer.

9. The referee keeps a score. The explainer with most points at
the end is declared the Chief Lag. In the event of a tie, the

referee should be prepared to have an elimination round.
10. In cases of dispute the referee is the final judge of fact and

interpretation.
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These are only a basic framework of rules that permit the game to

be organised. It is desirable that in the classroom or club
situation, the players are *-1--_red in rule making. However, the
assistant should be aware t-ft. 1.0.1pils can be very pedantic in
making and interpreting rult,s.

Suggestions for words can be found in the Appendix J2, LAG Contest
Words.

Tailpiece...

... the game need not be played in English!



APPEND I X K
France 6nd Geneva) 1976

The airp of the accompanying notes is NOT, repeat NOT, to h ave you in fear
and trembling throughout the summer, quaking at the thought of the ogres you will
meet on stepping off the boat at Calais, or the mountains of red tape throup.h which
you will have to cut a ,eary way. For one thing is certain: all who go to France
for a year find it a tremendous experience, and the points made in this blurb are
there to help you rather than turn you into a suicide case.

For example, the list in para. 1 is quite clearly an (almost) exhaustive one:
nobody will find a need for every item, although someone somewhere in previous years
has mentioned each one and some have been mentioned by many at present in France.

Wherever you eventually land Up, you will probably have a puzzling first week
or so, adapting to what can be a complicated administrative system (and jargon),
sometimes apathetic pupils, a quite different way of life - and even, probably, a
much healthier financial situation (but see para. 7). The
main point to stres-t, on doubt, is that the year flies past, particularly after
Christmas, and you should try to throw yourself into local life and activities from
the very start. The onus to do so will very probably be on you, as most French
people won't go out of their way to help you along unless asked. Rut once you've
got over this initial hurdle, you'll find the whole experience highly enjoyable.

For further information, several of this year's completed questionnaires are
available for consultation in A59, along with one or two other information booklets:
including the official Office National one that you will receive on appointment.

There are also specimen text books for teaching English and other helpful
publications.

May I draw your attention to a forthcoming publication aimed precisely at you:
A Handbook for Enilish Lauuar,,e Assistants by R. J. Jordan and R. Mackay, to be
published by Collins in June 1976 at £1.20. I have not yet seen a copy myself, but
knowing th2 two authord, I expect it to be useful.

Come and see me about anything that's not clear or on which you want furtlier
information.

(Adapted from CJC 1974)

C. E. HARE
May 1976
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France (and Geneva) 1976

The following comments 'are based very largely on the answers to questionnaires
sent in 1974, 1975 and 1976 to Aberdeen students spending a year in France or
French-speaking Switzerland.

I. Documents to Take with You

(a) Ilighers/GCE/CSYS certificates (oripinals), although the CSYS ones may baffle

the locals. "Crucial if you want to enrol for courses besides those of the
cours pour etranyers" (Bordeaux). Translation and photocopies required in
one or two places (e.g. to enrol at Grenoble and Montpellier Universities).
Translation work no longer done willilgly by tar' Frnch Consulate in Edinburgh.
Most students did it themselves and got iL rubber-stamped by the British
Institute or British Council in Paris, or by the English Dept. of the local
University; the more rubber stamps used, lie more impressed French bureau-

crats are "School does all photocopy work for me", says one person.

(b) For university enrolement, letter from Aberdeen University Registry, stating
course being followed, subjects passed. Someone in Poiti:rs says the letter
should specifically "request the equivalence of the baccalaureat", but
exceptionally in Pau actual DPs/merit certificates seemed a better thing to

have. Important, according to previous information, that the university lettel
if any, should come from the Registry and NOT from other parts of the admini-
stration. The letter will have to be sent direct to the French authorities,
not to you for handing on to them, so apply for it as promptly as you can,
once you get to France and find out the UnivelJity's address. Registry

address: University Office, Recat Welk, Aberdeen AB9 1FX.

"Had I wished to prepare a .

from Aberdeen that I have the ri
the Registry is not suffiCc.;:7 iir

More rEcent information sugLJ.it,.;

status as tull time student .-.16
cheap travel and obtaining

!e UnLversity, I should have needed prot
ellt of the D.U.E.L. The letter sent from
..s". (Caen)

a letter 7rom the Professor as proof of '

. ly completed 2 yrars study useful for
card.

(c) Medical certificete (for uni. ') / enrolment, etc.. It must be a recent one

"1 had to have one done here .ire getting my cyjc...do sejour, and as it was

pretty thorou0, it cost me ldn't claim olf my British Insurance

policy" (rural BrUtnny).

(d) Birth certificate (''aosolute ne.:essity" - Lyon) al . .nry often a trinslation

of it ("for the carte di: scicura6 soci,1).e."c or for unlversity enrolment, e.g.
in Grenoble and M)ntpellier). Some places ,''!,nire a photocopy in addition to

the original. Sev-ral people point out it is useful, not to say essentia

to know one's parents' full names, nationaliy, profession And dates of birth.

(e) Cuir,nt passport. Visa (vis'njigtudinnt) itee..%:d by a few (e.g. in Caen), hut

not by mo';t (e.g. Parif: area, InCJcs, bcsanroa, (tc.), under new EEC regulatio

1,erc. :till seems some doubt about this, with the French Consulate in Edinburg
reco7:nding students to have a r.nd the London one snying no. A person

tes needed both visa and rubber r'.amp in per;sport saying "The holder
r.fght of abode in the U.K,"; most pco.0.:! got Away with just the stampLd phrase
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(f) Letter of appointment (certificat or arri;te (le no7Anation)as assistant from
the French authorities (Of.r.ice ':aione,1), where applicable. Some people found
they needed a photocopy as well, sti,rise, surprise ...

(g) A plentiful supply of passport-size photos (which should be identical). Few
seem to have managed with le:;- than 6 or 8, and you should perhaps take 12.
Someone recently needed 7 for -.le carte...de sejonr alone. They are always
useful for when you join cle:), 'Libraries etc. "I must be on my 20th photo"
says a despairing voice fro. .ar Paris. There are plenty of photo-machines
throughout France, so copi: re n. problem should you run out.

(h) Ban% accounts: In the pr : some people under 21 have needed parental permission
(sighed document). But now he age of majority in France is 18, so this should
not cause problems this yo.-: Usually you will have to get a snecial foreigner's
withdraal accout - comnL.e non-residents en francs convertibles. This will
allow yaa to put in any 1-.orca.gn (i.e. non-French) currency cr travellers
cheques or to transfer mo:-,2y from G.B. ! ) --!ance, and to have your salary paid
in directly, as well as you a chc!.ue book. But it will not allow you
to deposit cheques coming from other sources. So you have to get money from
any private work in ca. R..member I 's an offence to sign a chaotic that
bounces. You'll need yo,r passport ai.d letter of appointment, plus a token s..:m
in travellers cheques or in sTerli ,ash.

You are advised to go to Lr. i c major banks: B.N.P., Credit Agricolc
(lowest ,:harges) or Credi :,yt .1-a', Alternatively a savings account cnn be
opened at the Post Office without al.y rigmarole and can apparently prove handier
than a normal bank account - lur openins hours.

At the bank, esk for a Relevy d'identite bancaire - in two copies - one for
Intcndance (for salary purpe':e.';, and other in case you need it to show an
accommodation ageucy or

For those with (or ,,!ho h by the autumn) an established British bank account,
a British bank (eherr,'! gea...antee) card now allows you to draw cash from rrcnch
and other European on presentation of card and passport/other ide:qifiea-
tion. You might foci ,his m2re convenient than taking travellers' cheques for
the first few weeks. In theory the card can be used at any bank displayin;:: the
fed/blue EC (EuroehC,,ne) sign: in practice some French banks refer you lc the
one linked with your :ritish bank (e.g. the Clydesdale, part of the Nidland Bank
group, is linked in this way with the Societe Ger4erale bank, which has many
branchc:).

sTuoE;'c; :russ TN7, HIGH COST OF LIVING AND IN PARTICULAR THE
DIFFICULTIES ,, YttE FEIST :,:ONTH, UNTIL PAY IS RECEIVED. SEVERAL
RECW:1END TALING WITH YOU AT LEAST 1.150, IF AT ALL POSSIBLE, AND

CAHTION!N,Y.

(i) International studen. identity card covering period of stay in France (useful
for student .lights, p2ssi7::e.11 student meal tickets, reductions at museums
cinemas, theatres, etc.)

(j) Youth Hostel card.

(k) "lnternatioual student inaurance pas:::)ort", mentioned this year for the third
Lime. remc(r that. yon will be covered for in France hr; soo:1 os you
start r'!:in' roci nh ecurlt: contrihutio.Is there, and Central .1!ureau offe) 'ou

special N-wk innurance pac.:71c te cover you until social security takes ,i)er.

(1) Lriving licence. A French r;overnment blur!) sngeats that foreign drivine licences
aro ollv valid i months, so an international one .1,0j via the AAMA(;) mi.ht be
useful. "1 nce(!ed parontot pe.rmission (in French) for applying for Fre.ach
driving licence" (A):achon).

ryl) (
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Council of Europe identity card - "saves paying 3F every week at the Louvre,
etc." Apply through Central Bureau - no charge.

(n) Teaching aids - slides, photos, magazines, etc. for use in classes. Many
people stress the need to take these.

(o) Bref, as one person puts it with feeling, "positively every bit of paper we
were e,,er en at all the conferences/courses for assistants". "If you take
everyThing you've been given or advised to take", says another, "at least you'll
fec ... "They've failed to catch me out", says a triumphant
voice, fro Bordeaux.

2. Local Police Formalities

General impression from this year's answers is that the long process is being
rapidly humanised and simplified. With entry to the E.E.C. a work-permit (carte de
travail) is no longer required. "The mairie dealt with all official formalities
Took 3 weeks to get my carte de s6jour" (Lam5alle). "I was given a rCceoiss6 on a
production of passport and certificate of nomination. I left a photocopy of the
certificate to be sent off for my carte de sOour and this I received after about 4
weeks". (Sarrebourg, Lorraine). In the new prefectures of the Paris region, a
different tale: "A long ait of 3. hours in an overcrowded swcaltering, completely
new prefecture. Nobody there knew anything about assistants. Needed 3 photos, copy
of birth certificate, certificat ee domicile, passport, photocopy of certificate of
nomination, ccrtificat d'exercice. Cost me 15F. I complained but had to move on, as
I was holding up the 300-strong queue of Algerians, Portuguese, etc." (Saint-Maur).

Apply in person in first week or two at Commissariat (see Office National
booklet for full details) and take all possible documents and photographs with you,
and be patient and polite, showing them you think their policemen axe wonderful.
Rennes office: 241 rue de Nantes.

3. Coln:aus to follow

For tkose not appointed to univeisity towns, attendance at university is depender
on distance and means of transport. For those out of reach of a university, atten-
dance at prcniere and terminale classes in the lvc6e is extremely useful; some people
seem to have gone to 5 or 6 hours per week of these. Assistants in n C.E.S. (see
Education in France doc.) would have more difficulty in finding suitable classes.
Nost of those doing proses and translations in the correspondence course run by the
ritish Institute in Paris have found this useful, with interesting texts and helpful,

if strict, marking - some say too strict.

For those in or near uniarsity (towns, there are two sorts of courses available:
ordinary university classes, 1 and 2 cycle (see Education doc.) and, in most: places,
- but not in Rouen - special conrs nour 6tr:ive3.s. At 1:ordeaux, at the enc; of the
cnurs flour. 6trnners. "there is a dipluma offered by CREOIF". Usually best to enrol
for ti,e ordinary clases, but cs an nuditeur/nuditrice liore (not in Paris), i.e. non-
graduating student, although this may prevent you from borrowing books from the uni-
versity library, as distinct irom consulting Clem on the s?ot. Those who have tried
to enrol for the D.U.E.L., for example, have usually had considerable difficulty,
For normal university classes, the situation is summed up by one person: "I have
never been able to find out what classes take place, where and when". Toulouse -
"don't mind if you haven't enrolled as long as you keep quiet - the language clas:,es
useful".

The vast majority of those wo attended the British Institute course in Paris
for assistants found the programe much too long cnd repetitive, not very helpful,
the lecture theatre in lhe Sor onne very uncomfortable nnd the hall of residence accomJ
modation unsatisfactory. The titie in Pnris J. n heavy drain ou financea, especially
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as first pay may not arrive until I:ovember. It seems only fair to say all this, but
also to add that the course (a) allows you to meet other assistants going to your
area, and (b) entitles you to 8 extra days' holiday - useful at Christmas. Some of
the practical advice (on French etiqaette, tipping, dinner invitations) and documen-
tation were found useful, but not enough stress placed on practical classroom problems.

4. Ease of University Enrolment.

"Simply a case of persevering and keepine your place in the queue". "Took 4
trips to Paris. Total bureaucratic mess" (Paris suburbs). "Took 3 Wednesdays of
queueing" (Nantes). "Very easy. Enrolled as auditrice libre in a quarter of an hour"
(Limoges). At Rouen, the usual queues to get the carte O'ótudiant, "then when you
have that, you go and get your mous card, which is essential if you want to eat at
student restaurants, for example". (But theCROUS card not available to auditeurs
libres in e.g. Poitiers and Saint-Etienne). The cours pour etranaers arT!--Tflea very
bnaic and expensive, hut at Clermont-Ferrand only 2 of the 8-10 hours per week
laag. and lit, classes are special ones; the rest are ordinary classes of the 1 r cycle.
There was a "huge dossier" to fill out. Toulouse is notorious for its unusually
great administrative chaos, and Lyon and Poitiers now seem almost as bad, as does
Grenoble: "Had to get certificates translated, then wait for that, then take them to
the 116te1 de ville for a fiche d'etat civil then back to the University for an
6rilliva1.ence du bac (a (lay or two'a wait). Enrolment finished till the following week.
So after 3 weeks, many trips out to the University 'and 3 hours of form-filling, I was
enrolled". Rouen appears to have a conseiller pedaaoaioue to help, at least in the
initial stages. Thonc in the Paris area should see tbe Service d'orientation
pCeeepaiaue ecs 6tudiant.F.; 6tran7,crs, 8 rue Jean Calvin, 75005 Paris. (Inscrintion
administratiae is rue Calvin, then inscription p6e,a17,ogiquc for classes is at univer-
sity of your choice in the Paris region.) In French at Paris-III University, "litera-
ture lecturen are optional, and it is the tutorial groups that are important. I did .

not realise this when enrolling, and Made the mistake of thinking there were no classes
on the days I am in Paria". The main difficulty was getting Cquivalcoces of Scottish,
certificates. The system in Geneva seems untypically Swiss in its relative inefficiency.
Best solution for everybody is to get a'friendly native to help with formalities.

J State of Universities

Previous years: most reports suggest fairly settled, with the usual remarha
about impersonality, size, lack of Union facilities, distance of a new campus from
the taw centre (e.g. Lyon II, Poitiers), slogans, posters, sudden cancellation of
cleases without warning ("profs are often 'aick"-Besanion) and some minor militancy.
But "foreigners taking part in manifestations are extradited" (Geneva). Last_-year:
t her was quite lot of unrest-in most of the Universities. Doesn't really affect
Assiatanta as long as not personally involved. Lille has a new campus situat
of town which is still a bit disoreanised, with limited transport available. ftennes

is disorganised and impersonal, and there was quite a long strike on this year.

6 Uaefhilness of Clasaea

Univetajt;ea: Listening to French and taking notes often as useful as the acteal
content of claaaes, many say. Lecture synopnes found'uneful by some, not so h, others.
As la:t yoar, naiveraal condeantation of the 50-called "small" group teachina which ltr.s
largely realaced formal leeturina. These aroupa conaist host of a student with
cchllenta hy 1 emher of staff. ;-,everal students mention the usefulnesa of stylit,tics an(
phonetics claar,c.), alno translation into a ihi r1 langaaae. Opinioas on the co.n.-s_pour.
(tr.pac!r'; vcry mixed - from "moat uneful" to "very disappointing".

Eehoola: "All the clasaea vaeful and good fun", sum np p,etieral pattern.
People haae tried French, philoaophy, German, cooFery, offlny, Breton ...
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7. Finances and Travel

901, found finances more than adequate, althougo the first month's salary took
a while to come through - not till end of October, beginning of November, and in
some cases not until after Christmas. Therefore, adviseable to take enough cash with
you, about E150 was suggested, although advances can be arranged with individual
schools. Don't be afraid to ask for one.

The opportunities for travel are good: SNCF 'carte demi-tarif'a must for
separate areas giving half-fare travel. A car very useful - Renault run a scheme
for selling and buying back cars - contact local Renault garage for details. Pro-
vincial acco=odation usually provided free by school and meals can also be taken in
schools. Paris can be expensive. "For trnvelling, have taken a carte demi-tarif
on the SNCF, which for 275F lets me travel half-fare on the South-East region lines
for 6 months" (Saint-Etienne). "Remember to taLt plenty cash to cover the Paris
course which proved very expensive" (Le Havre). %ROES do excursions for foreign
students, but always on a Thursday, when I'm occupied at the lycee (Poitiers).
"Cost of living extremely high, but living at the cite saves a great deal on rent"
(Geneva). "A 3-day flek, with a 4-day weekend, ideal for travelling" (Angouleme).
In previous years several people persuaded friendly banks to provide a loan for the
first month. The Credit Lyonnais bank seemed more helpful with loans than the
Societe Generale in some towns.

If lodged outside or even in the school, you may get an indemnite de luement
(or residence), the amount varying according to the region.

8. Intee,ration

On the whole very difficult outside of school surroundings. Requires a lot of
perseverence and making initial moves; there are a few exceptions to this. Most
people found the first week in Paris, or even the first month in the provinces, "awful'
"dreadful", "terrible". "Hated the food, permanently tired, incomprehensible language'
(Lorraine). "Difficult to understand the peasants" in the Lo%Cre. "Felt quite lost"
was a comment from several places. BUT then things change. "am even starting to
dream in French", "more at home here (Angoultme) than in Aberdeen" and so on.
Yoor Scottishacss is a help in making an impact on the locals. Don't he backward in
going forward and take up every invitation.

9. Activities

Dependent on individual areas - most require own initiative to make first move.
The first term is the mceit difficult with regard to homesickness and finding social
facilities aed activities provided in area. Once settled the majority arc sad to
leave, and ma0e use of the facilities provided. Majority prefe- to mix with French
people and speak French rather than English, although contact with other English
people from time to time appreciated. Majority felt advan (ni,es outweighted disad-
vantages of their own area. Several mention srort and cinema (even Sailors' Mission).
Some problems of late-night (even early-evening) transport.

10. Staff

Stafi and administration. in schools mainly very helpful and cooperative.
Assistants' c1a5ses left very much to theelees to do as thoy want.

11. Success in Class

Opinions divided ef; to whAher enjoyme:It of year n5 a whole dependent on success
in the clas3roolls. Depends very 7,-,uch on the individual, but the majority feel tllat

lnGk of succe:;s may not detract from year's enjeyvnt, but success can certainly add
to it.
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12. Additioeal prenaration for training

More purpose-made telehing inaterials for clasnes, i.e. pictures of Scotland,
a cassette tape recorder vory useful for teaching songs to young pupils; someone
found a scrabble-board very useful; easy word eames, such as hangman, and maing words
from long words, etc. Many felt it would have been helpful to see a French Assistant
in an Aberdeen school at work, and to have received some Leaching practice and train-
ieg in asking euestions. It was also felt it would have 6cen very helpful to have
talked to stedents jest retureed from their Assistantships, especially on how to '.ea1
with a hostile class. I;on't expect help from the school and you must come prepared.
It is also useful to mac a note of what you do with each class so you don't rpeat
yourself.

13. Advice and Ideas

Remember idea is for the class to tplk in English and subject matter in really
irrelevent. Important to hold intorest, and thus the hour's class should be varied.
Be friendly !)ut: firm, and stop yould-be trouble-makers right from the beginning. Very
helpful to leern nsmee of the pupils as this helps with discipline, Helps to form
teems and have team games with words, comprehension, etc., as this stimulated com-
petition and interest.

f

Other Points

Write to the head of the school to which yoe are nominated as soon as you receive
nomination; enqeire about definite accommodation possibilities. You may not re-
ceive a(n imecdiate) reply, especially in August. Enclose an international reply
coupon (from Pont Offices).

Write to the local Svndicet d'initiative (tourist information offiee) of place
you're goiag to, asking for brochures, mnps. Enclose reply coupon (obligatory).

If ponnLble, contact the aIsintent(.0 who hne just been at the school you're
going to. he/she can gen you up en local problems end offer invaluable advice.

Use the Vocumentation 716,'leee1nue service in schools. Several assistants mentien
that the ("ocumentaliete hen Doc0410 a close friend and a source of much information.

Few meet-the-French progremmes reported, except in Montpellier ("Porte ouverte
schee,,e, ,ihere local families "tulopt" foreien students - recommended) and throuh
cKors (Ceetral r6,1oenle'.es oeuvren ueivernitairen et sco1aires) in Grenoble hnd
Rouen. lf you need help ase advice from Yreuch people, they like helping and
this promotes friendship.

CRO!lf; - uncful for fiat-hunting, student trrvel, textra work. Poi filldni.% accom-
modetion Paris, ntrongly recommended is the followin;-; Avrney: Offc.f: drq_jocn-
IPtrer: eL Pronriirw; r,!e ee la !;ichodi6re, / OO9 1 1 t L coTrAn:iion
ol 1() ii1 i.i, nne for a tml):;cripLion of 3Y frPncs you receive a deily
belJetie Hate; eed aJAlni,le for letting, and person to contect
dircct. Great :;3V1.IV, on ;eayine itcim Leicphoec

Geed' ((Aetre de deee'.eeLefoe (d) - snden/:ilme/
reeort.' oe loan. HAII11 ;or

(h) loulone) librarlen/inforeation/teechiee aids,

(1) ;;,( Cr,". i 1, 3 , C 3. (30;i101,.! (it. ,

IL *.,1 (, i;ot. Lo co' "Fpl of ret ;rijorr,"

plur, !(... ,:on;r.m" (LI 1.1r.). u,;;"

z,ctLve" ":;urvivorm oi lhe (Parj!,).
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(j) Consulate hours (for registration) sometimes erratic, so check. The consulate
in Le Havre "gives a cocktail party now and again".

(k) In addition to Maisons des.1!..lunes/Maisons de la culture (cheap meals as well as
drama/films etc.), the Jeunesses musicales are also useful for introductions.

(1) "Anyone intending to visit the Loire valley should contact M. Louet, Regisseur,
Restaurant univcrsitaire Grant Mont, 37 TOURS. He will provide you with a room
in a hall during the holidays" (Saint-aur).

(m) "Impossible to eat in lycees at weekends" (most reports).

(n) Transport (rural and urban) stops early (around 8 p.m. in Besancon, Metz and
Poitiers, 9 p.m. in Rouen, for example). Car useful, or buy a cheap motorised
bike (Solex/Mobylettc); many r. ! this quite invaluable. You get cheap annual
holiday rail fares as an ass -:Irt (billet de conga annuA); 30% reduction on a
ticket each calendar year (i.. are entitled to two during school year).
Under 21-year-olds recommend th. Roil Eurcm Junior card, costing about 5F,
allowig you to travel to other European countries with a 25% reduction on the
fare - has to be purchased in Gil, I think.

(o) French bookshops give a reduction to teachers' on production of a certificat
d'exercice.

(p) Holidays in the schools are a week in November a week in February, 5 days in
May plus Christmas and Easter.

15. Useful Addresses

French Consulate-General, 28 Regent Terrace, Edinburgh 7 (tel. 031-556 626G)

French Government Tourist Office, 178 Piccadilly, London W1V OAL (tel 01-493 3171
French Railways is 179 Piccadilly.

British Embassy, 39 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honore, 75003 Paris

British Council, 37 rua des Ecoles, 75005 Paris

British consulates are situated in, among other places: Bordeaux, Boulogne,
Calais, Cherbourg, Dieppe,Dunkerque, Le Havre, Lille, Lyon, Marseille, Nice, Paris,
Strasbourg and in Geneva. Other towns r..ny have consular agent!s.

16. French Eclucational Jar,;on

For this, see separate handout "Education in France".

(CJG,1974 upla'-.ed and adapted)

G.L. flare

May 1976
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APPENDIX L

Items in the 'Information Banks in mini-library in French Departmental

Reading Pc.om, Aberdeen University.

1. French school text books (see Appendix G)

2. Books on T.E.F.L. received from British publishers:

Oxford U.P.:

University of
London Press:

It

Cartoons 3 2or students of Enplish, by
L.A. hill & D. Lallet
jsh Conversation Practice, by

D.H. Spencer
Enxlish Studies Series 8: Lanruage Teachim;
Texts, by H.G. Widdowson
Guide to Patterns and Usage in Enrlish, by
A.S. Hornby
Listen to this, by M. Underwood
What a stoa, by M. Unclrwood

New Present-Day English, 1 and Teachers Beek 1,
by E. Frank Candlin.
Present Day English, 2 , by E.F. CanClin.

3. Books on other subjects useful for Assistants, received from British
publishers:

MacMillan: Adventures in Poetry for Primary Schools, IV
by M. Daunt.

Penguin:

If

Facts inTecus, compiled by Central StPtistical
Office
Connexions, 15 different volumes from series
magazine-format topic books, including Teacher's
Guide

Tk: Schoolmaster
Pub. Co.: Treasure Chest for Teachers

Services Available to Teachers and Schools

h. Spe,imeris of ty7, of booklet available from Central Office of information
ez British lnformation Services:

- Spor", in Britain

Britaim a: the Commonwealth
- I- sheets on Britain: Education
- PesLcr: Research in Science

5. Examples of Mr,ry Glascow 1kihlica4,1ons and BBC periodicals for teachin
English:

- BBC Modern Elish
- Crown, 9
- Cliek Click, 8
ClocLuork, 2
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6. Central Bureau publications:

- Notes forGuidance to English Assistants Appointed to Foreign
Schools, 1975-76 & 1976-77

- Intensive Study Visits, France: Aspects of the French
Education System seen through British eyes.

7. Office national publications:

LgAssistant Stranger dans les Stablissements frangais dlenseignement
du second degre. Informations diverses et conseil8 pratiques,
mars 1974 (2 copies)

8. Social Security Arrangements for people moving within the European
Economic C craw ity (Leaflet SA29 of D.H.S.S.)

9. Facts & Figures France: Education in France
(French Embassy Press & Information Service, A/113/4/76)

10. Anonymous questionnaires completed by Assistants in post, on th,iIc
problems, giving hints ar.1 general advice to future Assistants L:e

11. Books we advise Assistants to buy:

R.R. Jordan & R. Mackay, A Handbook for English Language Assistants,
Collins, 1976
G. Fontier & M. Le Cunff, Guide de lvAssistant de Franqais, Longman,
1975.
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fiPPEAIDIx fV
REPORT 0.F.1:1.2.-.ADALE DZSCUSSION ON WORK OF ASSISTANT

1. Go;ng shopping
Names of shops and what is in them
Formulae for asking for things.

2. Going to doctor, dentist, hairdresser, zoo, castle.
(Guide telling what things are)
Hotel, to book room - cooking included?

single/double room?
prices, etc.
with/without bath?

3. Going to bank, to open account.
Post Office to buy stamps, send telegram.
Going through customs.

4. Restaurant, to order food/drink

S. Going to house for tea. Social small talk.

6. Asking for directions to somewhere. Have map already or have
one drawn on blackboard.

7. Sports - going to football match.

8. music writing down words of a song. Going to concert, play:
'Young Person's Guide ... 1

9. Buying train ticket, left luggage, etc.
Travel, using maps.

10. Phone calls, to gettaxi, etc.

11. Flat-searching - period desired?
rooms?
rent?

12. Going to Lost Prope;ty Office.

13. Garage - breakdown
petrol
buying car.

Games

1. I-spy (Yes/No questions)

2. 20 questions - animal, vegetable, mineral.

3. Consequences

4. Hangman

5. Scrabble.

6. Big word: see how many words in 4.t.



Take with you

2.

Slides, maps (including Underground), train timetables.
Comics, magazines, newspapers, recipes (translate?)
Material for acting games (incidents in history, nativity) clpies of plays.
English coins, bank notes, cards, stamps.
Song-sheets: 10 Green Bottles, 12 Days'of Christmas, Dem Bones, One Man

Went to Mow.

PreparPd Dialogues

Simple dialogues: 1/4-15 lines, 2 or 3 people.
Read dialogue +hen make variations (e.g. shoe shop; style, colour, size, etc.)
Develop formulae for asking, greeting, etc.

Texts

Easy texts - make sure pupils understand, ask questions, retell story
in own words direct Yes/No questions, lead on to general discussion.

Information on British Institutions, Government Welfare State: way of
life, etc.
Tape recordings of dialogues?

Rapporteur: Rachel Lonald

G.E.H.

26.4.76
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LANARKSHIRE EDUCATTE7 AUTHORITY FA/7

INPTIM SHEET NO 7 FOR FCREIG:I SPEAKING ASSISTANTS

THE CONVERSATECN CikSS

General aim : To develop the skill of speaking the foreign
languau in an everyday conversational situation.

Specific objective : To assist pupils in memorising and exploiting a
basic dialogue so that they are thus provided
with a language tool adaptable to a number of
simi1ar real-life situations

Possible develorment of lesson:

1. Greetings

2. Brief listening practice

3. Revision

b. Set the scene for the new dialogue

S. Present the new dialogue

6. Verify understanding of dialogue

Help pupils to nemorise dialogue (or role)

8. Pupils write down dialope (or role)

9. Pupils ra-enact dialogue (groups, individuals)
10. Exploit main feturs of dialogue (viu group work especially)
11. Bring out any social and cultural differences

12. Set preparation work for next lesson

13. Re-iresent dialogue - simultaneous repetition by pupils

Notes

i) Each dialog/le may tiLke two to three %.ueks to pref;ent and exploit
properly. It may be irseful therefor to divide the dialorue into
suitably :mall parts.

ii) Ten to twelve dialogues for each c1rv;s frcn SI-flT7 wo1,11
sufficient for a whole ;:ession, fe7-r TroLib];-- in S7-VI,
other speaking activities beco7 important.

iii) The most important phase in the : _Ls the e:.:ploitation ph.ltsc.

iv) The amount that can be achieved one les:-;on will dcF-nd
only on the ability of the rA;pilL; and the 1;kill of the rif.si.r.;t:int
but also on the amount of tine avalla'ile. Some of te aty stop:;
may have to be very brief.
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6PP:it/Dix Pi
6iLlIo7ranOlv for Assistants

General:

The New Pattern of Language Teaching D. P. Harding (Longmans)

Language Teaching in Action Leo Cole (Longmans)

0 Technical:

The School Radio and the Tape-recorder B.B.C. pamphlet 1968

Tape-record Book )

Teac-ing with Tape Focal Press

Teaching by Projection

The LanL:uoge Laboratory in School J. B. Hilton (Methuen)

3) La Classe de Conversatioa Burney and Damoiseau (B.E.L.C.)

14) Materials:

a) on y7)ur home area - postcards, slides, tourist leaflets, informaion

on local industries, posters, etc.

b) on your school, colle;e, uaiverJity - the leaflets given to students,

timetab:les, Pictures

c) -n Scotlanl - Jackdaws, etc.

- songs (no:, too much dialect)

- tourist leaflets, postcards, slides

-- records (folk music - Gaelic as well as Scottish)

d) on BriL.nin - Magazines and papers

- Britain - An Official Handbook (H.M.S.0.)

- Treasure Chest for Teachers - Services available to

Teachers and Schools The Schoolmasters' publishing

Co., Ltd., Hamilton House, Hastings St., London. W.C.1.

- Dos-siers from British Institute in 'Faris

- Faits vos Jeux Duckby & Grant (Language Teaching Centre,

University of York)

- B.B.C. Pamphlets for schools (e.g. Poetry Corner)

- PufflAs

- Jaekohory stories (Tales from Scotland)
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Pz 1'..PMS LTAGE TEAGlij

1. A of*

Quirk and Cr...nbaum 19M. Longmans. £2.25.

A c.nchronc &sc,-iption of present-dLy Enf,..lish grammar and taking into
acc.-,unt rent ;:tudit::3 in Liiv,uistics rid Pnlish usage, with com:r.,:nLs on

itom spokn (,nd written form::, and American and British us'_tge.

Bas,.-d on le compehensiv,L .ram:r.ar of Contemporary Eni..lish I)/ Quirk,

hech and Svat'

2. S-,nc- a1 fnr the Teah-iP

Dakln 193. Lon,:mans Teachers'
Pupils' Boo,

' 5Cp.

)p.

Pupils' sr.-)ek conts over 130 son:'s and
Teachers' 1..7,:-)k exp .; how they can be into classwork, and used
to develcp pronunciation voc..L., luuture. A ref:erence
section will help you -elect rhymes fo e ,a)ove purposes.

3. Learnn nd Str,. Fralinh

MacArthur and Jlclih 197);

A series of graded 0er5sr's whmch will help dcvehoa omtr'). ovcr the ste:_.s
patterns of Englioh - a difiirult area for French spaLers.

h. Acti.ve Intonan

Cook 17)68 83p.Longmons

A us2u1 i'mroductAson describes intonation patternE, of English. There
follows a er:les. of -1-aded exercics to develop awareness of the rel.-:.tion'7hip
loctwen intcaation and meaning. These may be ,ised in the language
laboratory r :1 the classloom.

(In rublir:%4..ion) Ora:, Practice in the Clararrcori

Byrne 1 Long:...ans

aryey of lassroor. oral work designed to hcip tachers develop theL- own
n;::ge and ex-prt.in in this area.
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rel Sounds in Key Sentences

Mr.orlthon,,s
Ililithagi

I Tile trees seem a very deep-green thiS:
3. The waiter gave the lady eight stale cakes., little Mrs, Srith lives 1this vicinity", 9. Don't go,home alone; nobody ..miows how lonely the road' is

'4 Ea said he sent twenty red an'', yellow jellies, 14. My wife tried twice to buy the right kind of pie.
That ran his a bad habit of crammirz his j kets and 15. The brom hound gereWled as it prowled round the town.

16, I'm annoyed that the poisonous oysters have'spoilimfFather parked his aunt's cr in the farmyard.
enjoyment,

, I want to polish off 'a lot of odd jobs in the shop to-norrow, 18. The beer sold hero is dear as well as queer.
4 'lie implored' Kaud to pour all ;he water into the sauce. 19. Sarah has fairer hair than Mary.

Look at the cook .putting sugar in the puddirg.
21. I'm sure the poor curate is furious,

hats into a bag..

Ylo'd choose the juice of stewed fruit such as prunes?

, 1y brother j=ped but stu1,:d '.nto a muddy puddle. '

a: perfectly certain that the firstbirs I heart
were blackbirds.

Tiz. Iss, C.0AjbACI''.kS.
w

Neen.11.11.....................4.
04.1.3'10 ..,

tiwt.ntek.
INAtck.1 DQ.nh, 1..ilqtolo,.4*
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I &lat.° . . .

W .4.1vcolal 1

1
'reiloila

faMswarn..

Vdat

4
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,

........
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1

- ',tr. at). 1 tf (11
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1
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A
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iSTEM II (Minor sy om)

rllables closed by r

;c otl and England :. America

2 1 r

17 34 Er

2 A r

1 i r 18 1.; 2 11

3 er 19 i.

5 ar 6 'a 6 cu

3 2; r *
8 0

7 Osi

9 or 9 oj

1 ur 21 cl7 10 oS

of 8 (.:5) some pe ople use 20

TEN III (nnor system)

±stressed syllables

Scotland England. America

2 A
22 a 22 .3

,T

2 1

22

2 1 ....___________

3 0 1 i

Vowel Siat.ems cf Standard English

SYSTEM I (Major system)

Sc otland England America

bead 1 i 1 i 1 i

bid 2 1 2 1 2 1

bay 3 e 3 ei 3 'el

bed 4 e,

4 6 4 E
never 4. 'P'...

bad

5

5 a 5 a

balm

a

6 ak.

not

8

7 b

nought 8 7 n

no 9 0 9 oo 9 00

Pull

11 u

10 0 10 cp

pool 11 u 11

bud 12 A 12 A 12 a

side 13 i

14 al 14 alnsighed 14. ae

now 15 u 15 a 15 a

boy 16 . e 16 1 16

,

i.



(APPENDIX R-1
FOREIGN IANGUAGE ASSISTANT TMINING 1975

THE SKILL OF (=TIMING - General points.

In the next year, part of your task will he to "teach" English to a small
group of French pupils through discussion. One of the basic elements of a
discussion is the skill of questioning. We suegest you take into account the
following points when questioning (both in your prectice session and when you
are in France). These are not rules, they are suggestions based on experience.

1. Question should be directed to all pupils in the group (- if a pupil's name
precedes the question, the challenge to the remaining members of the class
is diminished).

2. Avoid questions that permit pupils to give Yes or No replies. This gives
no practice in vocabulary. Nor does it always tell you they have fully
understood.

3. Avoid changing the wording of a question eeerever possible.

4. Do not repeat questions; repetition Increases the likelihood of pupils'
inattention. Rephrase if necessary or use another word.

5. Avoid double questie.e, or a question with difficult constructions, e.g.
"Who saved whom from drowning?"

6. When asking questions, pause three or four seconds, then call an a pupil
to answer.

7. Call an both volunteers and non-volunteers.

8. Do not immediately accept the first answer given all the time.

9. Pupils should be permitted to complete their answers.

10. Sometimes ask several pupils for an answer to the same question.

11. Do not answer your own.questions.

12. Do not repeat pupil answers.

13. Preise a good answer.

14. Do not ignore a wrong or 'stupid' answer - perhaps the question was not clea".

15. If the question seems difficult (i.e. no re---eee), modify it:
- by breaking it down into parts
- by giving clues
- by making it more structured (preeentleg alternatives).

16. When the answers are vague, lacking in detail, without justification, ask
pupies to clarify, elaborate upon their initial answers, to provide areuments,
i.e. a probing question, e.E. "Why do you zay that?"

17. Do not over-correct the peens' English. Fluency is more important than
hyper-correctmss, and you must not inhibit their desire to speak.



2/
S. a

FACTUAL: questions that simply require the recall of factual material.
Where vocabulary is limitcd factual questions are easy to
answer, e.g. 'What is the biggest city in Scotland?".

IdT1.2:LT1:13: questions that require the pupils to interpret, evaluate, or
thivelop material. Questions that call for thinking. These
may involve nor() difficult vocabulary or sentence structure
- e.g. conditional clauses, e.g. "Why do you think the Scots
eat a lot of haggis?"

FREPAR;TIO:

For this training exercise, prepare a '.qlort lesson (at most tcn minutes).
Use one of the following topics, which tho French children will have had notice
of:

- sport and leisure
- school life

- British and French governmental and parliamentary system
- parts of the world where they have lived (they are children of Total

oil engineers)

- Scottish and French ways of life compared, from their experience.

You may well start by asking them a few questions about themselves.

In preparing the lesson, devise a few questions that will help the pupils to
discuss your chosen topic. Remember this is a practice in asking questions and
getting a discussion going.

VISUAL ATDS:

You will not bu able to rely solely on spontaneous "conversation" during the
whole of your year in France (although it should get you through initial
contacts with new pupils). You will generally need a stimulus to discussion of
a particular subject. You may use some kind of visual aid.; such as a picture,
documentary material, diagram, statistical table, map, cartoon, or written
text, or combinations of them. In your choice of aid you should consider the
area of vocabulary and grammatical structures you want your pupils to practise
and assess your visual aid in terms of the "language-trying-to-get-out" that it
potentially contains; make sure it is easy to understand, especially if the
pupils have no chance to see it before the class (as in the practice session).

In the practice session, bring along a visual aid or very short text if
you include it in your lessr.n plan. We can photocopy material if each nupil
needs an individual copy.

Raymond McAlcese

Geoffrey Rare
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of?Pe\orx RZ
FOREIGN IANGUAGE ASSIS:AN? TRAININC: 1976

MARK FACE OUESTTON ITS 'TYPE'.

1. Do you wear school uniform in France in your schools .... (

2. And what do you think about wearing school uniform Joelle (

3. Now how long have you all spent actually in France ....

.... what about you ....

.... have you spent a lot of your life in France .... (

14..

5.

6.

How many years .... (

Have you spent any time anywhere else, in other foreign countries ....

Whereabouts (

7. Do you like the weather there .... ( )

8. How about you Jerane, have you spent ....

in France .... (

how many years have you spent

9. Whereabouts in France do you live .... ( )

10. Whereabouts in the south of France ... ( )

11. Is that :tnywhere near Frejus at all .... ( )

12, Is it near Frejus or Nice .... ( )

13. What are you saying arie-Louis ( )

14. Is it near Frejus .... (

15. Whereabouts do you live in France .... ( )

16. Where do you live in France .... ( )

17. Do you have a Marseilles accent .... (

9 5
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APPENDok fA

PUPIL EvALGo9--nDiv
Assistant Training Programme 1976

Grillo dtevaluation du.z,:.utrLdllegIais_parg)

BARRE?. LES MENTIONS INUTILES

Cours N
o

(tres )
JIaj trouve ce cours ((assez)) interessant

(peu )

(presque tout. )

Jtai compris ((la moitie de )) ce que ltAssistant(e) a'dit
(pas beaucoup de)

tres )
Jtai trouve ltAssistant(e) ( assez)) sympathique

peu )
.

Autres remarques concernant le cours?

HERCI

G .E . Hare

W.R. HcAleese June 1976
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APPENDIk R5

Equipment and Materials Required for Recording Simulated Conversation

Classes

AUDIO

Uher Stereo 2200 Tape recorder

One or two Omnidirectional microphones (e.g. Eagle etc.)

Recording tape (Double play)

Plan of recording layout
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APPENDIX.R5 / contd.

VIDEO

IVC 1" Video tape recorder

Videocon or Plumbicon camera (Plumbicon is preferable as the
quality of the picture is superior)

Omnidirectional microphone

Recording tape

Plan of the recordin layout
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Piano Practice

A doting father once there was
Who loved his daughter Gerda,

Until she got the Elan° craze
Then how thc passion stitred her!

Her fingers were wild elephants' feet,_

And as month after month he heard her
He tricd every way
To stop her play

From bribery to murder.

One day when she was practiing;
He ppped up behind and caught her

And dumped.her in his wheelbarrow
And carried her off.to slaughter.

Tipping her into a well, hc cricd,
"Hurrah! I've drowned my daughter!"

But a voice from thc wd
Rang out like a bell,

"Ahathere isn't any water!"

10 0
IAN SERRAILLIER
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ASSISTANT TRAIIIING PROGRAIIE 1S+76

Course EValuation Questionnaire

Instructions:

For each of the Delow-mentioned sessions, ye should like your assessment

of (a) your enjoyment of it, and (6) its usefulness in tenms of

*preparing you for your job as Assistant, i.e. whether you think you

learned something useful from that session.

OppOSite the-desCription of each.session are two scales from 1 to 6.

Use the scale on the left to rate your enjoyment of'the'session between

1(= didn't enjoy it at all) and 6(= enjoyed it very much).

Use the scale on the right to rate the usefulness of the session between

1(=a waste of time) and b(= very useful).

In each case circle the chosen number on the scale, or, if you missed

any session, leave the scale blank.

ENJOYMENT .

SESSIONS PRIOR TO 3-DAY COURSE USEFULNESS

1 2 3 4 5 6 1. Talk by Mr.Wake (re:applications)in January 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 2. Tarradale:(A) Recording of a specimen. class 1 2 3 4 5 6

using written text (2u0 driver in mini-skirt)

+ simulated te.Aching practice. .

(Tick if you led a group discussion ( ))

1 2 3 4 5 6 3. Tarradale:(B) Session on use of situational 1 2 3 4 5 6

dialogues (introduced by David Cram).

1 2 3 4 5 6 4. Docuu,s'ary material and text books 1 2 3 4 5 6

const,t;ke. at Tarradale or in French Reading Room.

1 2 3 4 5 6 5. Compleid questionnaires from this year's
Assictunts consulted at Tarradale or in
French Reading Room.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 6. Video-tape:simulated class on situational 1 2 3 4 5 6

dialogue ("Train to Olasgow")

1 2 3 4 5 6 7. Tape-slide unit on "French Schools Inside 1 2 3 4 5 6

and Out".

1 2 3 4 5 6 8. LAG practice and contest (explaining) 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 9. Departmental handout "France and Geneva 1976" 1 2 3 4 5 6

101
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2.

ENJOVENT SESSIONS DURING 3-DAY COURSE 14-16 June USEFULNESS

1 2 3 4 5 6 10. Monday AM: 3 phases of language teaching 1

with recorded examples:Presentation,
Reinforcement, Exploitation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 11. Monday PM: Use of written text as starting 1

point for nral class + other tips.
(Jean Ironside).

1 2 3 4 5 6 12. Tuesday AM: Pronunciation and 1
intonation (Avis Swarorick).

1 2 3 4 5 c 13. Tuesday An: Grammar of English (Avis) 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 14. Tuesday AM: Planning a class: GEH 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 15. Tuesday PM: Your recording of short talk 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 U, . Tuesday PM: Listening to and discussion of .1
the talks.

1 2 3 4 5 6 17. Wednesday AM: The skill of Questioning 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 .15. Wednesday PM: Your teaching practice with 1
French pupils.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1.,,wwwwworea.

19. Viewing the recordings of the teaching
practice and discussion.

1

1 2 3 4 5 6 20. Assess the 3-Day Course as a whole. 1

2 3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5 6

Further questions on the 3-day Training .:ourse

-
21. Which part of the course was most useful? and why?

22. Which part o the course was least-useful? and why?

23. Which session did you enjoy most? and why?

24. Which session did you enjoy least? and why?



51 3.

25. How.useful was it to hear extracts from this year's Assistants'
classes in France?

26. Could the extracts have been better used, and if so, how?

27. Would you like to have heard more/fewer/same number of extracts?

(hearing very useful28. Did you find yourself on tape
(seeing useful

unhelpful

very stressful
29. Did you find yourself on tape

eeing stressful
not very stressful

30. Did you find seeing other people on video-tapl
cvery

useful
useful

\unhelpful'

11101111111,

31. What else would you have liked t3 have seen included in the course?

32. What could have been left out, if anything, to leave space for the above?

son
33. What is the most important thing you have learnt or gained from the

course?

VIM

34. Any other comments?

Leel free to sign your name or to remain anonymous.
THANK YOU MID GOOD LUCK
Geclf Hare

i

1.0 3.
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ABERDEa UNIVERSITY ASSITANTS! TRAINING PROGRAMME

EVALUATION SHEET : FRENCH SCHOOLS INS(PE OUT

It will help the makers of this tape/slide unit if you could fill in this

evaluation sheet - anonymously if you wish. Hand in completed sheets to the

Tape Library Assistant, or to the French Departmental Office.

What are your general comments on the unitls usefulness to future Assistants
like yourself?

What is/are its strongest feature(s)?

What is/are its weakest feature(s)?

What else might have been included?

What would be better left out?

Cross out where applicable:

Length: the unit was too long/ about right/ too short

*General speed of the commentary and slides was too fast/ about right/ too slow

Quality of sound was poor/ adequate/ good

Quality of photographs was poor/ adequate/ good

Thank you

G. E. Hare.
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